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ABSTRACf
A study of the relationship between the trajectories of the exact and drift Hamiltonians
for charged particles in toroidal magnetic fields is presented.
In a magnetic field, a charged particle moves very rapidly on a nearly circular orbit
about a magnetic field line. The guiding center moves along the field line with a parallel
velocity, and drifts slowly from one field line to another with a drift velocity. The
separated time scales between the fast circular motion and the slow drift motion implies the
existence of an adiabatic invariant, which effectively reduces the degrees of freedom from
three to two. The guiding center motion can be found by the drift equations first derived by
Alfven using a Taylor expansion . The validity of this derivation only holds for a time

1/(ew) with OJ the cyclotron frequency and e -

pfa

the ratio of the gyroradius to plasma

size. But in fusion plasmas the shortest time of interest for following particles is
and for a-particles one must follow their trajectories for times as long as

1j(e2w),

1j(e4 w).

Giving the exact Hamiltonian in magnetic coordinates, we perform canonical
transformations and Taylor expansions. We show the exact Hamiltonian

with Hd the standard drift Hamiltonian and H1 the first order correction of the standard
drift Hamiltonian. He depends on both IBI and the metric tensor of the magnetic
coordinates. Hd depends only on IBI. H1 depends on the metric tensor of the magnetic
coordinates.
A hypothetical field that has exact quasi-helical symmetry is used to simplify the
comparison between Hd , Kd Hd + eH1 and He. In quasi-helical symmetry the field
strength has a symmetry but the magnetic surfaces do not, and

=

He( 88 ,Jl;8,p9;fl',ptp) = Hd(Jl,·8,p9;p'P) + eHJ(Jl;8,p9;fP,ptp) +o(e

2

).

The standard drift Hamiltonian Hd(Jl,·8,p 8 ,·ptp) has three invariants: Hd, Jl, and Ptp·
The system is completely integrable and the drift trajectories are perfectly confined. The
exact Hamiltonian has only one invariant, the energy He, which is insufficient to insure the
confinement of the exact trajectories. The drift Hamiltonian with first order correction has
two invariants: Kd and Jl, and can be treated as a two dimensional integrable system with
a small perturbation which is proportional to the ratio of the gyroradius to system size. The
numerical results show that the difference in phase space structure between the exact and
standard drift Hamiltonians can be predicted by the drift Hamiltonian with the first order
correction.

xi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The subject of this dissertation is the motion of charged particles in a toroidal
electromagnetic field. The motion of the particle is governed by the equation

dv
dt

m-=e(vxB+E),

(1-1)

with m the mass and e the charge of the particle. Although this equation appears simple, it
is a very difficult task even for super computers such the Cray to integrate particle
trajectories over a time scale of interest. Fortunately in most cases of interest there exists an
adiabatic invariant. This invariant arises from the rapidity of the circular motion of a
charged particle about a magnetic field line in comparison to the slow drift motion of a
particle from one field line to another. The theory of adiabatic invariants implies that the
exact trajectory of the particle can be approximated by following the center of the circle
about which the particle gyrates. The lowest order equations of motion for the guiding
center were given by Alfven in 1940, and are known to plasma physicists as the drift
equations. I Today almost all the trajectory calculations in fusion plasmas are based on this
approximation. The Alfven drift equations, which were derived using the lowest order
terms of a Taylor expansion, are only guaranteed to be valid for a time which is shon
compared to

(emr1 ,

with

m=eB/m

(the gyrofrequency) and

e- pfa

(the ratio of the

gyroradius to the scale length on which the field changes). In fusion plasma the time that
one wishes to follow particle orbits can be much longer than the time over which Alfven's
derivation of the drift equations is valid. Despite the obvious imponance, there has been
little study of the accuracy with which the drift trajectories approximate the exact particle

2
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trajectories.
To have a general ideal about the motion of a charged panicle in a given
electromagnetic field, we

st~

with a simple case of a uniform time-independent

electromagnetic field. In Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) we let

B=Bi,

(l-2a)
(1-2b)

By solving the equation of motion of Eq. (1-1 ), we obtain

(1-3a)

leEz)
.. E.l.
('".
..
),
x = z'"(v110t+-+x-t+p
xsmwt+ ycosmt
11t
2m

(1-3b)

B

with the initial conditions x(t=O)=py and v (t=O)=q 10i+vl.x.

In Eq. (1-3) the

gyrofrequency or cyclotron frequency is

eB

fJJ=-,
m

(1-4)

and the gyroradius or Larmor radius is

(1-5)

The motion contains two parts: the circular motion about the magnetic field line and the
guiding center (the center of the circular motion) motion. The guiding center moves along
the field line at the parallel velocity and slowly drifts cross field lines with a drift velocity,

vd

ExB
=--2-.
B
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4

The position of the guiding center is

X =x+

mvxB
2
eB '

(1-7)

with x the position of the panicle and v its velocity. For most cases of interest the
gyroradius is small and the distinction between the location of the particle and its guiding
center is irrelevant. On the other hand, to integrate along an exact trajectory is much more
difficult than along its guiding center.

The parallel motion is accelerated by the force along the magnetic field line,

dvll
1
m-=Fj1 =-F·B.
dt
B

(1-8)

The force perpendicular to the field line causes the guiding center to drift across the field.
The direction of this drift is not in the direction of the force, but rather in the direction that
perpendicular to both the force and the field line,

(1-9)

Now we consider a nonuniform magnetic field which satisfies

(1-10)

Eq. ( 1-1 0) means that the scale length on which the field changes is much larger than the
Larmor radius. By doing a Taylor expansion over the parameter e, we can find that the
parallel force due to the variation of the field can be approximated by (see Appendix 1-A)

1

li't =--epv.LV B.
2

11
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We define the magnetic moment of the gyrating particle to be

(1-12)

Putting Eqs. (1-11) and (1-12) into Eq. (1-8), we obtain

dvu
V B.
m-=-JL
dt

(1-13)

11

We now write the parallel velocity as ~ 1 = ds/dt and multiply both sides of Eq. (1-13) by
v11 , we have

.!!..(.!..mlljf) =-JL i)B ds =-JL dB.
dt 2

iJsdt

dt

(1-14)

The particle energy is conserved, i.e.

d(1-nw +-nwl.
1 2) =-dt2
d(1-mv
2

-

dt2

2

11

2

11

+JLB) =0.

(1-15)

Combining Eqs. (1-14) and (1-15), we have

(1-16)

Eq. (1-16) is one of the most important conservation laws of plasma physics. It
should be pointed out that the magnetic moment Jl is exactly conserved only in a unifonn
field Generally the magnetic moment Jl is an adiabatic invariant. Adiabaticity is an
important concept in Hamiltonian mechanics, which we will discuss in more detail in
Chapter 3.
When the field is nonuniform, the charged particle can also "feel" forces that are
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perpendicular to the magnetic field (see Appendix 1-A). These forces cause the guiding
center to drift across the field according to Eq. (1-9). The drift velocity, to the lowest order
in

e, is

vd

with

ExB
B

=--2-+

r=(b·V)b,

VI

BxVB mv1f B x IC
2
+----2-,
2m B
e
B

(1-17)

(b=B/B), the curvature of the field line. Eq. (1-17) was given by

Alfven, and is called the drift equation. The first term in Eq. (1-17) is called the electric
field drift, which is independent of mass and charge~ The second term is called grad-B
drift and the third term is called curvature drift. The last two terms depend on both mass
and charge.

To complete the equations of motion for the guiding center, we have
(1-18)

dl!Jr
V B-e V ~.
m-=-p.
11
11
dt

(1-19)

with t/1 the electric potential.

The equations of (1-18) and (1-19) have a defect of not satisfying Liouville's theorem.
A more systematic way is to derive the equations of motion from the drift Hamiltonian 2

(1-20)

The biggest advantage of the Hamiltonian approach is the conservation of phase space,
which is very important in the numerical study of the long term behavior for a chaotic
system.

In Chapters 2 and 3 a background knowledge of magnetic coordinates and
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7

Hamiltonian mechanics is provided. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 each contain a research topic. In
chapter 4, the ftrst order correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian is derived in a vacuum
magnetic field. This formulation is extended into a time-independent full electromagnetic
field with plasma equilibrium in chapter 5. In chapter 6 the numerical study of the effect of
the frrst order correction is presented. Finally, in chapter 7, a summary is given.
Applications and directions for further research are discussed.
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Appendix 1-A: Forces Due to the Change of Magnetic Field
In this appendix we give a simple derivation of the forces due to the change of
magnetic field, which follows from Chen.3
We first consider the case that VB is perpendicular to B. We assume the magnetic
field is

B =B(y)i.

(1-A.l)

We Taylor expand the field at y = 0,

(1-A.2)

The force due to the magnetic field is

F = eu xB sevJ.(icoswt- j)sinwt)x{Bo +

y:}

(1-A.3)

Inserting y = pcosm into Eq. (1-A.3) and averaging over the gyromotion, we obtain

1

iJB ..

leui.

{F} s --epuJ. - y =-VB.
2
ay
2m

(1-A.4)

Now we consider the case that there is a gradient in B along the field. We assume that
the field is symmetric about the z-axis and its Taylor expansion is

iJB

l.:

B= ( B+z iJzz f+x

a:

iJB ..

x+y

iJB1

ay

..

y.

The force is
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9

a:

•
( B+z (}.B
F=evxB:x"[-evl.smrut

)

a:

-eVuY (}B

]

ch - evl. cos rut B + z (}z'Z

+ y"[ev11x (}B

(

a:

(}B )]

ch ] .

+ z"'[evl. cos rut y (}B + evl. sin (J)I x iJB

(1-A.6)

Because V •B =0, we also have

(1-A.7)

Combining Eqs. (1-A.6), (1-3b) and (1-A.7) and averaging over gyromotion, we obtain

Fi1

1
(}B'Z
1
=(F) =--epv
J . - =--epvJ. V11.B.
2
(}z
2

(1-A.S)

When the field is bended, the particle also "feels" a centrifugal force,

Fcurl

with

= -mr.Jjf lC •

lC the curvature of the field

(1-A.9)

line.
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CHAPTER 2
COORDINATE SYSTEMS
In this chapter, some knowledge of coordinate systems, which follows most closely to
that of Boozer, t is reviewed. The confinement time of a fusion plasma must be much
longer than a collision time, so fusion plasma must be close to a Maxwellian. Magnetic
field lines can confine a near-Maxwellian plasma only if they lie in a closed surface.
Topology implies that the only shape possible for such a surface is toroidal. A good
coordinate system should represent this toroidal configuration in a simple manner. The so
called magnetic flux coordinates satisfy such a requirement. In the flux coordinates, one
variable gives the surface and the other two give the location on this surface. In Sec. 2-1
we review the properties of a general coordinate system. In Sec. 2-2 we discuss the
Hamiltonian description of magnetic field. Finally in Sec. 2-3, we present the magnetic
coordinates and a special magnetic coordinate system, Boozer coordinates.

2-1

General Coordinates
In this section we review the non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system in the

three-dimensional Euclidean space.
An arbitrary point x in an Euclidean three-dimensional space can be given by its
Cartesian coordinates x = (x 1 ,x2 ,x3 ), i.e.
(2-1.1}

11
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2. Coordinate System

with e1 , e2 and e3 three orthogonal unit vectors obeying the right hand rule. Let

(~ 1 .~ 2 .~ 3 ) be three arbitrary coordinates. We assume the two coordinate systems are
related by three well-behaved functions,

(i = 1,2,3).

(2-1.2)

The three functions can be inverted to give the ~i in terms of the xi,

(i = 1,2,3).

(2-1.3)

A simple example is the relation between the Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) and the
spherical coordinates (r,

x = rsin8cosrp,

e, f{J ),
y = r sin 8 sin tp

and

z=rcos8,

or

z

y
X
Figure 2.1 The Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) and the spherical coordinates (r, 8,tp).
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2. Coordinate System

One must bear in mind that although Eqs. (2-1.2) and (2-1.3) in principle exist for wellbehaved coordinate systems, it is generally very difficult to construct one from the other
one by inversion. Even if one can do so, the inverse functions are often too complicated to
be used in actual calculations. Hence we assume only Eq. (2-1.2),

i =xi( ~ 1 .~ 2 .~ 3 ),

is

known.
Associated with a set of arbitrary coordinates ( ~ 1 , ~ 2 , ~ 3 ), there are two kinds of basis
vectors, iJx/ iJ~i and V ~i for i = 1,2,3. As long as the vectors iJx/ iJ~ 1 , iJx/ iJ~

iJx/iJ~ 3 (or V~ 1 , V~ 2 and

2

and

ve) do not lie in one plane (same condition for Eqs. (2-1.2)

and (2-1.3) existing), i.e.

any vector can be expressed in these two basis. These two sets of basis vectors are related
by the orthogonality relations and dual relations of general coordinates. The orthogonality

relations hold for any coordinates {~ 1 , ~ 2 , ~ 3 ). and are

-

iJx

.

.• VJ!J

iJ~'

.,

.
'.

=8!

(2-1.4)

The dual relations are

(2-1.5)

and
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2. Coordinate System

(2-1.6)

The convention of summing over the same index has been used here and will be used in the
remainder of the dissertation. In Eqs. (2-1.5) and (2-1.6),

eiilc

and

eij/c

are the fully

antisymmetric tensors, J is the Jacobian

(2-1.7)

The dual relations hold only in those kinds of space which have a Jacobian. Given Eq. (21.2) the basis vectors iJx/ i)~ i can be very easily calculated. To find the basis vectors V ~ i,
one should use the dual relation, Eq. (2-1.5), instead of trying to inven Eq. (2-1.2).

A vector A has a contravariant representation

(2-1.8)

with

(2-1.9)

and it also has a covariant representation

(2-1.10)

with

(2-1.11)
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2. Coordinate System

The components of a vector in two different representations are linked with the metric
tensor of the coordinates gii and gij,

(2-1.12)

(2-1.13)

The two metric tensors are related by
(2-1.14).

It can also be shown that the square of the Jacobian is the determinant of the metric tensor,

(2-1.15)

Now we discuss the calculus in the general coordinates ( ~ 1 .~ 2 .~ 3 ). The gradient of a
scalar function!( ~ 1 , ~ 2 , ~ 3 ) is very simple,

(2-1.16)

which is a vector in the covariant representation. To calculate a curl of a vector function,
one should use the covariant representation. Let the vector be

. «1A·

.

A( ~ 1 , ~ 2 , ~ 3 ) =A;V~i, then

.

VxA=VAi xV~ 1 =~V~' xV~ 1 ,
where the identities V x (s V) =Vs x V + sV x V and V x (Vs) =0 are used for arbitrary
vector V and scalars. Therefore the curl of a vector is in the contravariant representation,
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2. Coordinate System

aA· v J!l. X v J:J.
vXA=~
a~' ,
,

(2-1.17)

To calculate the divergence of a vector function, however, one should use the contravariant
representation. Let the vector be A= Ai(axj CJ~i), we have

(axJ
a~' ·

ax ·VA'+A'V·
· . -.
V·A=-.
a~'

The first term is trivial,

To calculate the second term, we use Eq. (2-1.6) and

then

J · ('

· k) =--A; aJ..

ax. =A'V· -E··kV~ 1 xV~
A;V· ( a~'

2 '~

' a~'

Thus we obtain the divergence of a vector function

(2-1.18)

The integrals in three-dimensional space include three types: line, area and volume. A
line integral along a curve c is fcA · dx. A curve can be described in the coordinates
(~

1

~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 3 ) by holding two of the three coordinates, say ~ 2 and ~ 3 , fixed. Therefore
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dX dr.l

a~l

., .

(2-1.19)

and

fA·dx=

c

J

~z.~J=const

Al(~ 1 .~ 2 .e)d~ 1 •

(2-1.20)

An area integral is an integration on a surface, i.e. one of the three coordinates, say ~ 3 ,
held fixed. The area differential element is

(2-1.21)

and the integral is

Jf A·da = JJ J A3(~1.~2.~3) d~ld~2.
s

(2-1.22)

~J=const

A volume integral is an integration over all three coordinates. The volume differential
element is

(2-1.23)

and the integral is
(2-1.24)

2-2

Hamiltonian Representation of the Magnetic Field
The essential property of the magnetic field line trajectories is that they are equivalent
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to the trajectories of a time-dependent Hamiltonian with one degree of freedom.2
Therefore, the structure of a magnetic field can be more conveniently studied by using a
scalar (the field line Hamiltonian) rather than using a vector (the magnetic field B or its
vector potential A).
The reason that the field line has a Hamiltonian is the divergence-free propeny of the
magnetic field Any divergence-free field has a so called canonical representation

B( 'lf,8,qJ) =VYfX VB+ Vtp x Vz( 'f/1, 8,tp).

(2-2.1)

In Eq. (2-2.1), ('lf,8,tp) are some general non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in the
three-dimensional Euclidean space. The function z( 'If, 8, fP) is the field line Hamiltonian,
8 is the general coordinate, VI is the conjugate momentum and (/' is the time-like
parameter. We first prove the existence of the canonical representation, and then show that
the function z( 'lf,8, tp) is the field line Hamiltonian.
An arbitrary globally divergence-free field has a well behaved vector potential, i.e.

'VV·B(x)=O, 3A(x), s.t. B(x)=VxA(x).
To prove the existence of the canonical representation, we give the divergence-free field in
arbitrary coordinates B( ~I, ~ 2 , ~ 3 ), and its vector potential in the covariant representation
A( ~I.~2 ,~3) =AI( ~I, ~2,~3)V~I + A2( ~I.~2,~3)V~2 + A3( ~I ,~2,~3)V~3.
(2-2.2)

A gauge can be freely chosen for the vector potential. If A satisfies B = V x A, then

A'= A+ VG also does, with G a well behaved scalar function. We choose the function

a( ~I, ~ 2 , ~3 ) that satisfies ()G/ ()~I = -A1 • The new vector potential is
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Letting 8

=~

2

, rp =~ 3 , and choosing
(2-2.3a)

(2-2.3b)

we have
(2-2.4)

We thus obtain the canonical representation for the divergence-free field ofEq. (2-2.1) by

taking curl of Eq. (2-2.4).
Now we prove that the function

z( 'If, 8, rp) is the field line Hamiltonian, i.e. we show

that field lines in the spatial coordinates ('If, 9, (/)) satisfy Hamilton's equations of motion

(2-2.5)

A magnetic field line is defined to be a solution of the differential equation

dx

- = B(x),
dA.

(2-2.6)

with B the magnetic field and A. a parameter which describes positions along the field line

(A. is the differential distance along the field line divided by the field strength B). For any
well behaved function f(x), we have
df
dx
-=-·Vf=B·Vf.
dA. dA.
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We assume B · VqJ is non-zero in the region of interest for simplicity. Thus

d'fl d'f//dA.
d<p = d<p/dA.

B· VI{!
= B· Vq)

(2-2.8)

Using the canonical representation forB ofEq. (2-2.1),

ax
ax
B· V'fl = {Vip x Vx)· VI{/= (V<px VB)· Vlfl- = -B· V<p - .

a9

a9

(2-2.9)

We hence prove that d'flfdffJ = -axja8. Similarly we have

dB d8/dA.
dip = dffJ/dA.

B· vo

ax
= s. v ip- a.,·

It is imponant to be aware that any two of the four potentials If!, 9, <p and X can be
arbitrarily chosen. For example, when we prove Eq. (2-2.1) we choose 8 and ip
arbitrarily and define 1f1 and

z

according to Eqs. (2-2.3a) and (2-2.3b).

This

arbitrariness is exactly the freedom of choosing the gauge or the freedom of canonical
transformation. Suppose two sets of potentials ( 1{1,8, ffJ,z) and ( l{f,B, q;,z) are related by
a generating functions(.,, 8, ip,z),

as
as- as
das
1{1 = ao ' - z = dip ' 9 = dlfl an f{J = - ax.
then if ( 1{1,8, <p,z) give a canonical representation of the B-field,

the other set ( 'fi,B,q;,z) also does,
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Now we turn to the subject of how to obtain the field line Hamiltonian

z( 'If, 8, tp) and

the transformation equation x('lf,8,rp) for a given magnetic field B(x).3, 4 Let us start
with the toroidal coordinates (r,8, rp) (see Fig. 2.2), i.e. in the cylindrical coordinates

x(r, 8, rp) = R(r, 8)R( rp) + Z(r, B)i.

(2-2.11)

R = Ro + r cos(2n8) and Z =-r sin(2n8).

(2-2.12)

with

With Eq. (2-2.1), we have

B · Vr.p

=(VI/fx V8) · Vr.p =(Vr x VB)· Vtp dl/f.
iJr

(2-2.13)

z

y

X
Figure 2.2 Toroidal coordinates. The constant R0 is the major radius. The minor radius is r. The poloidal
angle is 8 and the toroidal angle is

ip.

The period of 8 and lp are of unity instead of the conventional

21C.
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From the dual relation ofEq. (2-1.5) and the Jacobian Eq. (2-1.7)

Vtp =((Vrx VB)·

Vq>J(ax
x ax).
ar ae

(2-2.14)

Thus we obtain the differential equation

ax)]-1·

l!:=[B·(ax x
a.,
ar ae

The right-hand side of Eq. (2-2.15) is a known function of

(2-2.15)

(r,8,tp).

Similarly the

differential equation for the field line Hamiltonian can be obtained,

ax B·[(axjatp)x(axjar)]
a.,= B·((axjar)x(axjae)]'

(2-2.16)

with the right-hand side a known function of (r,8,tp). Integrating Eqs. (2-2.15) and (22.16) at some fixed angle (80 , tp0 ) with the boundary conditions yt
at r = 0, we can fmd numerically

=0 and X =constant

x( yt, 80 , ll'o) =x[r( yt, 8o. tpo ), 80 , tp0 ],

(2-2.17)
(2-2.18)

Since both

x( yt, 8, q>) and z( 1/f, 8, q>) are periodic in 8 and q>, their Fourier series

x( 1/f, e, tp) = l:xm~~( yt) e2m(n'P-m8)

(2-2.19)

m,n

and

(2-2.20)
m,n
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can be constructed from
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x( 1/f, 80 , ({Jo)

and

z( 1/f, 80 , (/)o) at a finite number of choice of

angles ( 8o, (/)o ). Thus the field line Hamiltonian and the transformation equation can be
obtained numerically for a given magnetic field

It is a great advantage to study the magnetic field using the field Hamiltonian. The
topological structure can be investigated by powerful tools of Hamiltonian mechanics, such
as Liouville's theorem, Noether's theorem, KAM theory, etc. We will give an example in
Chapter3.

2-3

Magnetic Coordinates
In the canonical representation of the magnetic field of Eq. (2-1.1 ), the field line

Hamiltonian is a time-dependent Hamiltonian with one degree of freedom or equivalently a
time-independent Hamiltonian with two degrees of freedom. If this Hamiltonian is
integrable, then it can be transformed into action-angle variables so that the Hamiltonian
only depends on the action. The magnetic field lines lie on the nested two dimensional tori.
The surface of the torus is called the magnetic surface. The magnetic coordinates are the
action-angle variables of the field line Hamiltonian:~

The existence of magnetic coordinates is equivalent to the existence of magnetic
surfaces. In the language of mathematics, magnetic coordinates exist if, and only if, there
is a well behaved function f(x) that satisfies
(2-3.1)

B·Vf(x)=O,
with Vf(x) ¢ 0 except along isolated curves. The surfaces of f(x)

=const.

form the

magnetic surfaces. This condition ofEq. (2-3.1) is met when plasma equilibrium exists.
When the plasma pressure is balanced by the electromagnetic force, VP

=j x B,

the

pressure distribution function P(x) satisfies B · VP = 0. The pressure surfaces coincide
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with the magnetic surfaces. Plasma confinement requires that the pressure surfaces be
bounded. The so-called hair theorem of topology tells us that the pressure surface must
form a torus and that the magnetic field must have a toroidal configuration.
In magnetic coordinates {'If, 8, lp), the canonical representation of the field becomes
B( 'lf,8,tp) = V'lfX VB+ Vtp x Vx( 'If).

(2-3.2)

The field line Hamiltonian X depends on the action 'I' alone. We defme the rotational
transfonn 1 as the angular frequency of 8,

(2-3.3)
It can be trivially shown that
B·V'If=O and B·V(8-up)=O.

which imply that the magnetic field lines satisfy

(2-3.4)
with 'I'o and 9o constants ('If = 'If0 and 8 =80 at tp =0 ). These can be explained in tenns
of Hamiltonian language. The Hamiltonian X depends only on the action 'I'· 'If is a
constant of motion and 8increases at a fixed rate d8fdqJ = 1( 'If).
The rotational transform 1 is an important quantity. When 1 is an irrational number,
magnetic field lines never close on themselves. A single field line can cover the magnetic
surface densely. When l is a rational number, magnetic field lines close on themselves
and fonn a rational surface. A rational surface is unstable and can be destroyed by a small
perturbation. We will discuss more about the effect of the penurbation in Chapter 3. The
physical interpretation of .,, 8, tp and X is given in Fig. 2.3. The toroidal flux inside a
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magnetic surface is yt. The poloidal angle is 9 and the toroidal angle is fP. The poloidal
flux outside a magnetic surface is -z. The period of the poloidal angle 9 and the period
of the toroidal angle fP are unity instead of the conventional 21C. We will first show that
the contravariant representation of Eq. (2-3.2) exists when there is a function f(x) ¢0
such that B· Vf = 0. We then prove that yt is the toroidal flux and -X is the poloidal
flux.
We start with the coordinates (f.~.fP) and the general form of the contravariant
representation of the magnetic field
B

=aVfxV~+bV~ xVqJ+cVqJxVf,

(2-3.5)

where/satisfies Eq. (2-3.1), ~is an arbitrary poloidal angle, fP is the toroidal angle and
three functions a, band cdependon (f.~.fP). B· Vf = 0 implies b =0, and

I B·az9 =-x
I (V x B): da9 = J.LrP

IB·da~=Vf

J(V X B)· dalfJ = J.Lol

Figure 2.3. The magnetic coordinates. The toroidal angle tp and the poloidal angle 8 are nonnalized to
period unity. The toroidal flux lfl, the poloidal flux the toroidal current I and the poloidal current G are
defmed by integrals over the two enclosed areas of the torus.

z,
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dc)=o
a, ag

V·B=(VfxVg)·VlfJ(aa +
implies

(2-3.6)

The general solution of Eq. (2-3.6) is

(2-3.7a)

c =co(/) -ao(f)

;!.

(2-3.7b)

dlf//df=ao(f)

with g a well behaved function of (/,g,tp).

We let B=g+g,

dz/df = c0 (f),

One should observe that in magnetic

and we obtain Eq. (2-3.2).

and

coordinates ( yt,B,lp) one of the angles, say tp, can still be freely chosen. This freedom
can be used to simplify the Jacobian of the coordinates.6, 7 And it can also be used to
obtain a simple covariant representation of the magnetic field.

It is relatively easy to show that 'If! and -

z are the toroidal and poloidal flux of the

magnetic field. Using Eq. (2-1.21), the toroidal flux enclosed by a magnetic surface is

fJ B · datp = jJ J B · VlfJ d'lfl dB,

(2-3.9)

with J = 1/(V'Ifl x VB)· V lfJ· From the contravariant representation of the field Eq. (2-3.2),
B · V tp = (V yt x V 8) · Vrp. Therefore
(2-3.10)

Similarly we obtain the toroidal flux outside a magnetic surface
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JJB·das =tdlfJf: J B·V9dlfl =J"' dz dlfi=-Jzdx=-z,
"'· dlfl
0

27

(2-3.11)

with 1Jic the toroidal flux at the major axis (R = 0).
As we mentioned earlier, magnetic coordinates are arbitrary in one function of
position, m( If!, 8,lfJ). If (If!, 91> lfJJ) is one set of magnetic coordinates then ( 1Jf,92 , qJ2 ) is
another set if qJ2 =lfJJ +m and 92 =81 + l(lf!)CtJ with t(1Jf) the rotational transform
defined in Eq. (2-3.3). Boozer used this freedom of m( If!, 8, qJ) to simplify the covariant
representation of the magnetic field 2 to
(2-3.12)
The magnetic coordinates satisfying both Eqs. (2-3.2) and (2-3.12) are called Boozer
coordinates.
The last term in Eq. (2-3.12) may be confusing. It seems that the magnetic fieldB has
a component in Vlfl direction, which contradicts B · V1J1 = 0 following from Eq. (2-3.2).
The fact is that the B-field has no component in Vlfl direction and Eq. (2-3.12) is correct.
Because V9 and VqJ are not orthogonal to V'II, therefore the sum of all three terms in Eq.
(2-3.12) has zero component in Vlfl direction.
In the covariant representation of the field, Eq. (2-3.12), Jlo is the permeability of free

space, and the function p. is closely related to the Pfusch-Schliiter current. The physical
interpretation of I and G is also given in Fig. 2.3. G is the poloidal current in Amperes
outside a magnetic surface, and I is the toroidal current in Amperes enclosed by a magnetic
surface. These can be proven by using V x B =p.0 j and the procedures are similar to the
proof that If! and -x are the magnetic fluxes.
Boozer coordinates exist if there is a function Vt( x) that satisfies
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B· V'lf= 0,

(2-3.13a)

(V X B)· VIJf =0.

(2-3.13b)

and

When plasma equilibrium exists, VP

=j

x B, but V x B =p.0 j, thus Eqs. (2-3.13a) and

(2-3.13b) are satisfied with the magnetic surface coincident with the pressure surface. To
prove this, we first choose the coordinates ('If, 80 , f/Jo) that satisfy Eq. (2-3.13a), hence
B

= V'lfxVBo + VfPo x Vz(IJf).

In the coordinates ('If, 80 , fPo ). the magnetic field also has its covariant representation
(2-3.14)
with a, b and c being some functions of ('If, 80 , f{Jo ). Eq. (2-3.13b) implies that
(2-3.15)

The solution ofEq. (2-3.15) are

(2-3.16a)

a

b =I(yr)+[G('If)+ t(yr)l(yr)]dBo m(yr,Bo.f/Jo)·
By choosing the new angle variables to be 8

(2-3.16b)

=80 + lt» and qJ =tfJo + m, we obtain Eq.

(2-3.12).
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CHAPTER 3
HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS
In this chapter we review briefly the general theory of Hamiltonian mechanics, which

mostly follows from Lichtenberg and Lieberman. I We frrst give the Hamilton equations of
motion in Sec. 3-1. In Sec. 3-2 we discuss the canonical transformation. In Sec. 3-3, a
noncanonical method is discussed. The canonical perturbation theory is presented in Sec.
3-4. In Sec. 3-5, the Lie transformation is introduced. In Sec. 3-6, a very important
concept, adiabatic invariance, is discussed. In Sec. 3-7. a qualitative discussion of the
motion near the resonance is presented. In the last section, Sec. 3-8, an numerical example
is given

3-1

Hamilton Equations of Motion
Suppose the system we consider is of dimension N. The generalized coordinates of

the system are q, or qi(i

=1,2, ...,N). The Lagrangian function of the system is

L(q,tj,t) = T(tj)- U(q,t),
in which

(3-1.1)

q =dqfdt, Tis the kinetic energy and U is the potential energy.

The equations of

motion in terms of the Lagrangian function can be derived from the variational principle
12

5 I L( q' q' t )dt = 0.

(3-1.2)

t,

30
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The equations of motion are

(3-1.3)

with i = 1,2, ... ,N. Eq. (3-1.3) normally contains N second order differential equations.
Therefore 2N independent variables, or initial conditions, are needed to determine the
motion of the system. Another way to describe the system is to use the Hamiltonian
formalism. First we define the canonical momenta of q: p = (Pb P2, ••• , PN),
(}L

P; =

(3-1.4)

ati ·

The Hamiltonian of the system is defmed by a Legendre transformation,

ii

H(p,q,t) = Pi- L(q,q,t),
with

q as

(3-1.5)

functions of (q,p). Notice here the canonical coordinates, qi, always have

contravariant indices and the canonical momenta Pi always have covariant indices.
For simplicity, we only discuss the time-independent Hamiltonian system. For the
time-dependent Hamiltonian, we will later in section 3-2, introduce the extended phase

space in which a time-dependent Hamiltonian is converted into a time-independent
Hamiltonian. In the remaining parts of this chapter we will assume the system is timeindependent, unless we state the contrary.
Hamilton's equations for a time-independent Hamiltonian system are

(3-1.6a)

(3-1.6b)
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and

dH

-=0.

(3-1.7)

dt

The motion of a point q(q 1,... ,qN) in theN-dimensional configuration space can also
be viewed as a point (p,q)

= (Pb····PN;q 1,... ,qN) in the 2N-dimensional phase space.

The phase space has three important properties. 1) The trajectories in the phase space never
intersect. The motion of the system is uniquely determined by the 2N initial conditions

(p0 , q0 ). If two trajectories intersected at a certain time, then they would have the same
values of p and q, and their motion before and after that time would be identical. If the
Hamiltonian is independent of time, the trajectories in the phase space are independent of
time and can not cross in the phase space. 2) Any closed curve in phase space C1 will
transformed into another closed curve C2 after a time 1:, trajectories bounded by the curve

C1 will be bounded by C2 • This property follows from the the first one. 3) Liouville's
Theorem: if the density distribution of system points in phase space is p(p,q,t), then one
can prove that the density function satisfies the continuity equation

dp

ap

dp ap

tJq ap

-=-+-·-+-·-=0.
dt
dt dt i)p dt dq

(3-1.8)

Eq. (3-1.8) implies that the phase space flow, or the Hamiltonian flow, is incompressible.

3-2

Canonical Transformation
In this section we will first state the canonical transformation method. Then we

introduce the concept of the extended phase space.

A. Canonical Transformation
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One of the important techniques in solving a Hamiltonian problem is to make a certain
canonical transformation such that in the new canonical coordinates the Hamiltonian is
independent of some of the coordinates. The Hamiltonian problem is easier to solve in the
new coordinates because some of the symmetries become apparent.

Suppose a

Hamiltonian of N degrees of freedom only depends on M generalized coordinates,
1

(q , ... ,qM), with M

< N. We denote those canonical momenta conjugate to the

coordinates (qM+ 1, ... ,qN) as (cM+I>···•cN ).

The Hamiltonian of the system is

1
H(Pir···•PM:q , ... ,qM ;cM+b···•cN ). Since

dc1 __ iJH _
0
dt - i}q 1 -

(I= M + l, ... ,N),

the canonical momenta (cM+b···•cN) are isolating constants of motion and can be
considered as some constant parameters. The Hamiltonian problem of N degrees of
freedom is reduced to a problem of M degrees of freedom.
The canonical transfonnation is a transformation from a set of old canonical variables

(p,q) and the old Hamiltonian H(p,q) to another set of new canonical variables (P,Q) and
the new Hamiltonian K(P,Q) such that the form of Hamilton's equations of motion is
preserved, i.e. in the new canonical coordinates,

dQ

(JK

--;;;= (Jp.

(3-2.1)

A canonical transformation can be obtained by using a mixed variable generating
function, which depends on both the old and the new variables. We state without proof the
following results. 2 There are four types of generating function, which we denote as

FJ(q,Q). F2(q,P), F3 (p,Q) and F4 (p,P). For Fit we have
(3-2.2)
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i)F2
i)q'

P;=-.,

.

i)F2
iJP;

(3-2.3)

i)F3
P; =- i)Qi.

(3-2.4)

Qi = dF4.
iJP;

(3-2.5)

ft=-.

For F3 ,

;
iJF3
q =--.
dp;
FC?r F4 ,

q

i

iJF4
=--.
dp;

For all the four types of generating function, the relation between the old Hamiltonian

H(p,q) and the new Hamiltonian K(P,Q) is
K(P,Q) = H(p(P,Q),q(P,Q)).

(3-2.6)

In practice a generating function can be any combination of the four types.
Another way to defme a canonical transformation is to use the Poisson bracket. Let

(p,q) be a set of canonical coordinates andjand g be two well behaved functions of (p,q).
The Poisson bracket of/and g is
(3-2.7)

Obviously, for the canonical coordinates (p,q), we have
(3-2.8)

A transformation from (p,q) to (P,Q) is canonical,·if and only if the Poisson brackets are
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invariant under this transformation, i.e.

(3-2.9)

{f,g}(P,Q) = {J,g}(p,q)'
or

(3-2.10)

We will drop the subscripts on the Poisson brackets since they are invariants under all
canonical coordinates. Here we state the algebraic properties of the Poisson bracket
without proof:

{/,f} = 0;

(3-2.1la)

{f,g} =-{g./};

(3-2.1lb)

{£if+ bg,h} = a{f,h}+b{g,h},

(3-2.11c)

with a and b constants;

{Jg,h} = {f,h}g+ f{g,h};

(3-2.1ld)

{f,{g.h}}+{g,{h,J}}+{h,{J,g}} = 0.

(3-2.1le)

and

Eq. (3-2.11e) is also called Jacobi's identity.
The advantage of using the mixed variable generating function is that one only needs to
deal with a scalar function instead of a vector. The disadvantage is that one has to perform
a function inversion to obtain the desired fonn of coordinate transformation, i.e.
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p; = p;(P,Q) and qi = qi(P,Q), or~= P;(p,q) and Qi = Qi(p,q), because the generating
function depends on both the old and the new variables. The alternative procedure which
avoids using the mixed variable generating function is the Lie transformation. However,
the Lie transformation is a continuous transformation. Most coordinate transformations in
Hamiltonian perturbation theory are continuous and the Lie transformation is a very
powerful tool in perturbation theory. We will discuss Lie transformation in section 3·6.

B. Extended Pbase Space
We now introduce the concept of extended phase space. Let the Hamiltonian be
explicitly dependent on the time, H(p,q,t). In the extended phase space we take the timet

and the Hamiltonian H as two canonical variables. By using a generating function

(3·2.12)

with

P; = Pi•

i

=l, ... ,N

and

PN+l = -H,

(3-2.13a)

one can find trivially that

(3-2.13b)

and the new Hamiltonian in the extended phase space is

K(P,Q)= H(p,q,t)+PN+l·

(3-2.13c)

There is a "time" like parameter -rin the (2N+2)-dimensional extended phase space. The
Hamilton equations of motion in the extended phase space are
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(}K

=..!..=---.
d'C
aQ',

(3·2.14)

The new Hamiltonian is explicitly independent of the "time"

-c. With i =N + 1. Eq. (3-

2.14) yields t{ -r) = 'C and K =constant. The motion of a system with a time·dependent
Hamiltonian is equivalent to that of a time-independent Hamiltonian with an additional
degree of freedom.

3-3

Hamiltonian in Noncanonical Coordinates
Contrary to the conventional canonical Hamiltonian method, there is noncanonical

Hamiltonian method. The canonical Hamiltonian formulations are simple because the
Poisson brackets of the canonical variables are simple. The requirement of using canonical
coordinates sometimes hampers the Hamiltonian treatment of the problems, like guiding
center motion. However the nice features of the Hamiltonian method, such as preservation
of phase volume, only dealing with scalar functions and etc., are not based on using
canonical coordinates. The noncanonical Hamiltonian method is developed in a number of
places in the literature. 3, 4, s In this section we briefly summarize the noncanonical
Hamiltonian method and Darboux's theorem.

We will use z, or

i, with i =J, ... ,2N, only for noncanonical coordinates of a

Hamiltonian system having N degrees of freedom. We will only use p and q for the
canonical coordinates.

If the Hamiltonian is given in a set of noncanonical coordinates, H{z) with
z

=(z

1

, ... ,

z2N), and the relation between the noncanonical variables and canonical variables

is assumed known, i.e. i = i(p,q), then the equations of motion in the noncanonical
variables are
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Thus the_ equation of motion is

(3-3.1)

with Jii the Poisson bracket

(3-3.2)

Eq. (3-3.1) can also be written in a vector form

dz

()H

dt

()z •

-=J·-

(3-3.1 ')

where the Poisson tensor is

0
J=

(3-3.3)

( -ii

The Poisson bracket in Eq. (3-3.2) is, according to the assumption z; = z;(p,q), a function
of p and q, i.e. fi

=Jii(p,q).

In practice, the relation between z and p, q is generally known as p = p(z) and
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q = q(z). The most desirable fonn of the Poisson bracket Jii is one in which it is a
function of z. i.e. Jii

=ii(z) instead of fi =Jii(p,q).

The formulation will become very

messy if one tries to invert functions. It is necessary to introduce the action form and
Lagrange bracket. The action form is defmed as

oq'

(3-3.4)

P; = Pt iJzi •

The Lagrange bracket is defined as

(3-3.S)

which is a function of the noncanonical variables

z. The Lagrange bracket we use here

differs from the usual definition by a sign. One can easily prove that

(3-3.6)

The easy way to calculate the Poisson bracket as a function of the noncanonical variables is
first to construct the Lagrange tensor with the Lagrange brackets and then invert the
Lagrange tensor. The matrix inversion maybe tedious, but it is still much easier than trying
to invert the functions.

Now we turn to the subject of Darboux's theorem. One of the important techniques in
solving a canonical Hamiltonian problem is to make certain canonical transformation such
that in the new canonical coordinates the Hamiltonian is independent of some of the
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coordinates. The Hamiltonian problem is easier to solve in the new coordinates because
some of the constants of the motion become apparent. In an arbitrary noncanonical
coordinate system the same technique can not be applied easily because the Poisson
brackets generally couple the motion of different variables. Suppose the Hamiltonian is
independent of a certain variable zt, the equations of motion are

dz;
·· ()H
-=J"dt

()zi'

In order to make z; a constant of motion, the Poisson brackets must satisfy Jii = 0 for all
j

:~:

k. In noncanonical coordinates, the coordinate transformation has to meet the

requirements of both the Hamiltonian and the Poisson tensor in order to make the
symmetry of a system apparent.

Darboux's theorem says that one can choose one arbitrary function of any coordinates,
say q

=q(z), which can also be one of the coordinates, then construct other coordinates p

and Z; (i = 3, ... ,2N) as functions of z by solving the following equations,

{q,p}=c,

{zi .p} = o.
(3-3.7)

where cis a constant. In these new coordinates (p,q; Z1,... ,zzN) the motion of p and q is
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decoupled from Z;. The Poisson tensor is

0 c
J= -c
0
(

0

J.

o {zi,zi}

(3-3.8)

H the Hamiltonian in the new coordinates is independent of q, then p is a constant of
motion.

3-4 The Canonical Perturbation Theory
A. Introduction
If anN-dimensional system has N independent symmetries, then the Hamiltonian is

said to be integrable. When a Hamiltonian of a system with N degrees of freedom can be
separated into N independent Hamiltonians in a set of canonical coordinates, one for each
degree of freedom, we say the original Hamiltonian is separable. A separable Hamiltonian
is always integrable. A system of one degree of freedom is always integrable. Consider an
arbitrary one degree of freedom Hamiltonian,

H(p,q) = E,

(3-4.1)

E is a constant of motion. The canonical momentum p is a function of q alone,

p= p(q;E),

(3-4.2)

with E a constant parameter. The solution, i.e. p and q as functions of time, can be
obtained from one of Hamilton's equations of motion, Eq. (3-1.6b),
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Thus

(3-4.3)

with (}Hfdp =

(}H~,q)

. Thus a Hamiltonian of one degree of freedom is always
p=p(q;E)

integrable.

For an N-degree of freedom completely separable Hamiltonian,

(3-4.4)
The solution is

(3-4.5)

For a one-dimensional oscillatory system, we can define the action integral J,

(3-4.6)
with the integral taking over one cycle of the oscillation. The canonical coordinate
conjugate to the action J is an angle-like variable, usually denoted as 6. The canonical pair

(J, 8) is called the action-angle variables. The Hamiltonian in the action-angle variables is
a function of the action J alone,

H= H(J),
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and J is a constant of motion. The change of 8 with time is also a constant

d(J
iJH
- = ro(J) = - .
dt
(JJ

(3-4.8)

For anN-dimensional integrable oscillatory system, the action-angle variables can be
defined in a similar way. The concept of the action is important not only because it is the
canonical momentum in action-angle variables but because it is also an adiabatic invariant
in many nearly integrable systems. The subject of adiabatic invariance will be discussed in
Sec. 3-6.

In reality almost all systems are non-integrable.6 However many systems of interest
are near-integrable. By near-integrable we mean that the system is very close to an
integrable system. In Hamiltonian language, the Hamiltonian of a near-integrable system,

H, is

H=Ho+H',

(3-4.9)

with H0 an integrable Hamiltonian and H'very small compared to H0 , IH'/Hol << 1.
Such a near-integrable system can be "solved" by perturbation methods. The perturbative
solution is usually an asymptotic approximation, and is valid only for a finite time.

We first consider a periodic near-integrable Hamiltonian system with two degrees of
freedom,

(3-4.10)

where (J, 9) are action-angle variables of the integrable part, H0 • The perturbation part,

H', is much smaller than H0 , and is periodic in the 8's. In Eq. (3-4.10) and in the
remainder of this dissertation, the dimensionless parameter e serves as a small parameter
for keeping track of ordering, and we will set

e =1 at the end of the calculation.
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We first consider the motion of the unpenurbed part H 0 in which J 1 and h are
constants of motion. The trajectories that have the same J1 and J2 lie on a single 2dimensional invariant torus in the phase space. Trajectories of the same energy and
different J1 and J 2 form a infinite number of nested invariant tori (see Fig. 3.la). Two
angle variables 8 1 and 8 2 change at frequencies

(3-4.11)

If OJ1 I ro2 is an irrational number, a single trajectory densely covers the surface of the
torus. We call such surfaces irrational surfaces. If

1fru 2 is a rational number,
ru1/0J2 = mfn with m and n integers, the trajectory bites its own tail after 8 1 repeats m
times and 8 2 repeats n times. We call these surfaces rational surfaces, or resonal'lt
(J)

surfaces. The surface of section (SOS), or Poincare surface of section, of

(J1,81)

is

1fru 2 = mfn, each trajectory hits the SOS
n times before it repeats itself. The curve on the SOS is called period n curve. The rational
shown in Fig. 3.1b. For the resonant surface

(J)

surfaces are dense but of zero measure in the phase space.
Now we add a very small penurbation term H'. Since H' is periodic in the tis, we
can Fourier expand H',

H' = L H~1n2 (lbh)exp[2m(n1 8 1 -n282 )J.

(3-4.12)

n1,n2

Each of those Fourier terms, H~~~· destroys the resonant surface of (J)Jf(J)2 = n1 fn 2 . On
the SOS of ( Jb 8 1), the period n2 curve becomes n2 fixed 0 points and n2 fixed X points.
The trajectories starting near the X points are stochastic and they occupy the region near the
separatrix. The trajectories near the 0 points are regular, and their intersections with the
SOS form the invariant curves around the 0 points (see Fig. 3.2). The width of the regular

I

island is of order H~,~

1/2
1

.
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6

I

(a)

Rational surfaces
of n=2 and n=3

Imuional surfaces

(b)

Figure 3.1 Motion of a two dimensional integrable Hamiltonian system in phase space. (a) Nested

invariant tori. (b) Poincare surface of section of (J 1 , 8 1 ).
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The KAM theorem' states that when the perturbation is small enough most of the
irrational invariant surfaces still exist, they are merely distorted rather than destroyed.
Although the motion near the separatrix is stochastic, the chaotic motion is constrained by
nearby invariant surfaces, the KAM surfaces, and the motion is not globally stochastic. If
the penurbation is large enough so that the islands of different resonant layers overlap with
each other, the KAM surfaces are destroyed. The motion then becomes globally stochastic.
A system with three or more degrees of freedom has all the properties of a 2dimensional system. However, the motion is more complicated because the system has
more degrees of freedom. Even when the perturbation is very small and primary resonant
layers do not overlap, the stochasticity is still a global phenomenon because of Arnold
dijfusion.s For a system with two degrees of freedom, the 3-dimensional energy volume

(4-dimensional phase space with energy as constant of motion) is divided into a set of
isolated regions by the 2-dimensional KAM surfaces. When a system has more then two
degrees of freedom, the N -dimensional KAM surfaces can no longer separate the

(2N -I)-dimensional energy volume into any isolated regions. That is analogous to the
case of a 3-dimensional space which can be disconnected by a 2-dimensional surface but
not by a ]-dimensional curve. Because the resonance surfaces of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian are dense in the phase space, a single trajectory can "diffuse" along the
resonance and pass by any point in phase space arbitrarily close in a finite amount of time.
The thin chaotic layers are all connected together and form a single networ~ called A171()/d
web. There is an essential difference between strong stochasticity and Arnold diffusion.

Strong stochasticity appears when the perturbation becomes large enough that the different
chaotic layers overlap each other, and the stochasticity diffuses across the layers. The
Arnold diffusion always exists no matter how small the perturbation is, and the
stochasticity diffuses along the thin stochastic Arnold web. The time scale of Arnold
diffusion is much longer than that of strong stochasticity.

B. Classical Perturbation Method

9, to

We first consider an oscillatory Hamiltonian with one degree of freedom. Suppose the
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Hamiltonian is in near action-angle form,

(3-4.13)
with the perturbations in Fourier series, i.e. H 1

=H10 (J)+ r,H1,.(J)exp(in8} and etc..
~0

The solution of H 0 is

with

J=Jo.

(3-4.14a)

8 = 80 + mt,

(3-4.14b)

m = iJH0 fiJJ.

In Eq. (3-4.14),

w, J0 and 80 are constants

oft. To solve the

motion of H perturbatively, we apply the Poincare-von Zeipel procedure. We need to fmd
a generating function s(l,8) to transform (J,8) to (l,8), so that in the new canonical
coordinates the new Hamiltonian H depends on

l

only, H

=H(J).

Since the

perturbation is small, the difference between the old and new variables must be small. We
choose the generating function as a power series in e.
(3-4.15)
In Eq. (3-4.15), the zero order is an identity transfo~ation and ISJ!sj- o(e). Following

Eq. (3-2.3), we have

(3-4.16a)

as (J,e)
8 =8+£ 1j)J +···.

(3-4.16b)

To obtain the new Hamiltonian with Eq. (3-2.6), we have to invert Eq. (3-4.16). To order

e, the inversion can be easily done,
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(3-4.17a)

- as1(l,8)
8=8-e (}J +···.

(3-4.17b)

From Eq. (3-2.6),

H(l,B)= H(J(J,8),8(1,8))= H0 +eH1 + .. ·.

(3-4.18)

We expand the H ofEq. (3-4.18) in power series in ewith Eq. (3-4.17),

- -8 ))
as1(J.
8) + .. ·,
H0 (J(J,
=Ho (-)
J +e aHo(l)
()]
()
8

(3-4.19a)

eHl(J(l,8),8(l,8)) = eHJ(l,ii)+···.

(3-4.19b)

Therefore we obtain the new Hamiltonian in the zero order

Ho =H0 (l),

(3-4.20a)

and in the first order

-

(- -)

H 1 = H1 J' 8

with

(-) as1(l.8)

+m J

()8

•

(3-4.20b)

m = dHo(l)j()].
We choose the proper S1 so that it cancels the oscillatory part of H1. Thus S1 satisfies
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(J)

_ { (- -)}
(-)ein9 •
(J_)asl(J,8)
:l(J
- - H1 J,(J =- L Hln J
o

(3-4.21)

n¢0

and

S1( ], 8) =!.S1n (J)eiraii,

(3-4.22)

11

with S10 a constant and S111 =-H1,./(inro) for nt;O. One should observe that the
frequency ro cannot be zero. The first order of the new Hamiltonian is
(3-4.23)
In Eqs. (3-4.21) and (3-4.23), ( } denotes the average part and { } denotes the oscillatory

part, i.e. for an arbitrary function/,

1 2n

(/) = - Jfd9,
2tc 0

(3-4.23a)

{/}= /-(/).

(3-4.23b)

Putting Eqs. (3-4.20a) and (3-4.23) together, we have
(3-4.24)

The Poincare-von Zeipel procedure can be used to arbitrary order in

£

as long as the

frequency ro is not zero. The expansion converges because all one-dimensional systems
are integrable, but the algebra becomes very tedious because of the mixed variable

generating function. For higher order perturbation, it is better to use the Lie ttansfonnation
method, which we will present in section 3-5.
Now we discuss the perturbation method for a system of two or more degrees of
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freedom. Like the zero frequency case in the one-dimensional system. there are resonances
in a system of two or more degrees of freedom, where the expansions fail to converge.
The failure is not because of the Poincare-von Zeipel procedure itself, it is because of the
dynamic structure of the system. Any perturbation procedure is a one to one coordinate
transfonnation, and it can not change the phase space topological structure. We will come
back to this point again later.
Let the Hamiltonian of the system be

H(J,8)= H0 (J)+eH1(J,8),

(3-4.25)

with J and 8 theN-dimensional action-angle variables of Ho. and H1 a multi-periodic
function of the angles. The Fourier series of the perturbation is
H1 = 'I.H J,.(J)exp(im ·B),

,.

in which m · 8

=r.r: 1mi8i.

(3-4.26)

We apply a similar procedure as that used for the one-

dimensional system by introducing the near-identity generating function,

S = ] · 8 + ei,S1,. (l)exp(im · 8) + o(e2 ).

,.

(3-4.27)

After obtaining the old variables as functions of the new variables and expanding the
Hamiltonian, we find to order e the new Hamiltonian
(3-4.28)
and the generating function

(3-4.29)
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with

-) aH0 (J)

m(J = aJ .
Clearly when near the resonance, i.e.

(3-4.30)

m · m =0, the expansion fails to converge. The

resonance condition is precisely that of the resonant surface for the unperturbed
Hamiltonian H0 • The phase space structure near the resonance will be discussed in Sec. 3-

7.

3-5

Lie Transformation
When a mixed variable generating function is used, the coordinate transfonnation is in

a mixed fonn, and so is the relation between the old and the new Hamiltonian. In order to
obtain the desired form, one has to invert functions. This complicates the procedure. In
practice it is very inconvenient to use mixed variable generating function to calculate high
order perturbation. Since the coordinate transformation in perturbation theory is always
continuous, the Lie transformation can be used, which avoids using the mixed variable
generating function. Since Horill and Garridol2 fll'st introduced the Lie transformation to
Hamiltonian perturbation theory, the method has been improved by Depritl3, Dewarl4,
Howlandl5 and etc.. In this section we review the Lie transformation.
The basic idea of Lie transformation is to use a generating function which depends on
a parameter e. For convenience we denote x for the old variable and X for the new
variable. The coordinate transformation is characterized be the differential equations
dX

(3-5.1)

de= {X,w},

with the initial condition X( e = 0) = x and w the Lie generating function. In Eq. (3-5.1),
the Lie generating function w serves as a Hamiltonian and

e serves

as a time-like
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parameter. The solution of Eq. (3-5.1), X(x,e), is the transformation of the coordinates.
Corresponding to the coordinate transformation, a function is transformed by the evolution

operator T. Let H(x) be the old Hamiltonian in the old coordinates and K(X) be the
transformed Hamiltonian in the new coordinates, then

H(x)

=T K(X) = K(X(x,e)).

(3-5.2)

Another way to think Eq. (3-5.2) is that the coordinates are changed instead of the
function, i.e.

X=Tx.

(3-5.3)

To simplify Eq. (3-5.1), we define the lie operator L as

L={w, }.

(3-5.4)

Rewriting Eq. (3-5.1) with Eqs. (3-5.4) and (3-5.3), we have
dX
til'
-=-LX=-LTx=-x,
de
de
which gives the equation of evolution operator
(/['

-=-LT.
de

(3-5.5)

The solution of Eq. (3-5.5) is

T

=exp[-f~L(e') de'].

(3-5.6)

The new Hamiltonian in new coordinates is

K(X) = T- 1 H(x) = H(x(X,e)),
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with 1 1 the inverse operator ofT, i.e.

r- 1 T = T r-1 = 1.

Using the Deprit perturbation method 13, we expand the Ue generating function w, the
Lie operator L, the evolution operator T, the Hamiltonian H and new Hamiltonian K as
power series in e,

QO

- Le
w-

w,.+J•

(3-S.Sa)

=n..O
l:e"L,.+l•

(3-S.Sb)

n=O

L

II

00

T = L£11T,.,

(3-5.8c)

n•O

00

H

= "Le"H,,

(3-S.Sd)

n=O
00

K= !e,.K,.,

(3-S.Se)

n=O

where

4a ={w,., }.

(3-5.80

Putting Eqs. (3-S.Sb) and (3-5.8c) into Eq. (3-5.5), We have

T0

=1

and T11

J n-1

=--

:LTm L,._m (n > 0).

nm=O
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Similarly we can also obtain

~0-1

=1

and

1 n-1

r.-n 1 =-

't'
41

1 (n > 0).
Ln-m r.m

(3-5.10)

nm=O

To calculate the transfonnation of the Hamiltonian, we take derivatives of Eq. (3-5.2) and
then insert Eq. (3-5.5) and the series expansions. We obtirln

(3-5.11)

To write Eqs. (3-5.9), (3-5.10) and (3-5.11) out explicitly to second order, we have

-r _ rr-1
1.0-1.0

-r _

-1
-

•

rr-1 _
L
- - 'Jt

I.J--.1.1

(3-5.12a)

(3-5.12b)

(3-5.12c)

(3-5.12d)

(3-5.13a)

(3-5.13b)

(3-5.13c)
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The Lie generating function can be found so that it cancels out the oscillatory part of the
equations. To the first order, the results of the Lie transformation and that of the Poincarevon Zeipel method are the same.

3-6

Adiabatic lnvariance
The adiabatic invariance is an very important concept in physics, which is constructed

from an asymptotic series. The use of adiabatic invariants can greatly simplify the study of
a near-integrable system both analytically and numerically.
Following Bender and Orszag, 16 we say a series

:r,;,0 a,.(x- x0 )" is asymptotic to a

function f(x), ifforevery Ntheremainder aN(x) after (N -1) terms of the series is much
smaller than the last retained tenn as x -+ x0 :

(3-6.1)
A series need not be convergent to be asymptotic. Most asymptotic series are not
convergent. Let us compare convergent and asymptotic:

Asymptotic:

aN(x) << (x-xot.

X-+ Xo. N fixed.

For a convergent series, oN(x) goes to zero as N-+

oo

for some fixed lx-x0 j. On the

other hand, if the series is asymptotic, then ON(x) goes to zero faster than (x-xo)N as

x -+ x0 , but need not go to zero as N -+ oo for ftxed lx- x0 1. Convergence is an absolute
concept. One can prove that a series converges without knowing the function to which it
converges. However, asymptoticity is a relative property of the expansion coefficients and
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the function to which the series is asymptotic.
It can be shown that motion of a slow time-dependent Hamiltonian

(3-6.2)
with dm/dt- em, has an asymptotic series expansion_l7,18,19 An adiabatic invariant can
be constructed

J=fpdq,

(3-6.3)

which is conserved for a time scale shorter than tc- (1/m)exp(c/e), with c a positive
constant. For a multiply periodic system, the exponentially small change in the adiabatic
invariant is the consequence of the resonant tenns that modify the phase space, and
ultimately destroy the conservation of the adiabatic invariant for e not sufficiently small in
a relative shon time.
The condition for adiabatic approximation is that the system has well separated time
scales for different variables. Suppose the Hamiltonian of the system has the fonn

H(J,9;p,q) = H0 (J;p,q)+ eiiJ(J,9;p,q)+e2 H2 (J,9;p,q)+··,

(3-6.4)

where the action-angle variables (J,fJ) are for the fast degree of freedom, and the
remaining (p,q) are for the slow degrees of freedom. The zero order Hamiltonian H0 is
independent of the fast angle variable 8, and time scale of the fast variable is of order e-1
faster than the slow variables. We need to find a canonical transformation so that the new
Hamiltonian is independent of the fast angle 8. To avoid using the mixed variable
generating function, we use Lie transformation method and start with Eqs. (3-5.12) and (35.13). Unlike the ordinary perturbation, which we discussed in early in Sec. 3-4 and Sec.
3-5, the Lie operator here contains both fast part and slow part, i.e.
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(3-6.5)

with the fast pan

(3-6.6a)

and the slow part

L3

iJw ;;

iJw ;;

={w, }s =-·---·-.
;;q dp iJp dq

(3-6.6b)

We now need to solve Eqs. (3-5.13) and find the Lie generating function. Because of the
different ordering in time scales we need to expand L, (or w,.) and K,. as power series in

e,

w11

.. I
=l•O
l:e w111 ,

(3-6.7a)

(3-6.7b)

To the fust order in e, Eq.(3-5.13b) becomes

Thus
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(3-6.8a)

(3-6.8b)

By letting the generating function to cancel the oscillatory pan, we find

(3-6.9a)

(3-6.9b)

(3-6.9c)

(3-6.9d)

where

ro0 =aH0 jaJ.

Solving Eq.(3-5.13c) to zeroth order, we have

(3-6.10)

Therefore,

(3-6.1la)

(3-6.1lb)
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Because WJo is oscillatory and H0 is independent of 8, we have

Similarly,

Therefore

(3-6.12)

One should be careful that in the above equations {

} sometimes means average and

sometimes means Poisson bracket It means average when there is one function inside, i.e.
{g}; it means Possion bracket when there are two functions inside, i.e. {/,g}.

Combining the above results, we have, to order e2 ,

K = K0 + eK10 + e2 (K20 + Ku)

= H0 + e(H1 )+e2 ((H2 )+f{fwJO,{HJ}}1)).
And the relation between the old canonical coordinates

(3-6.13)

xold

= (1,8; p,q)0 1d and the new

ones xnew =(J,B,·p,q)new is
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= T -1 x_,

(3-6.14}

where

(3-6.15}

The new Hamiltonian is "independent" of the fast angle, and therefore the action is an
adiabatic invariant.· The change of the adiabatic invariant is caused by the resonance
between the fast and slow variables. Let us assume that the slow variables are also in
action-angle form, i.e.

(3-6.16)
where the subscript f and s indicate the fast and the slow variables. We expand the
Hamiltonian in Fourier series

(3-6.17}

with n = (nb ... ,n1). There is a mathematical theorem that the Fourier series of an analytic
function is exponentially convergent, which means

(3-6.18)
with c0 , c1 , ... , c1 and a positive constants. As d81fdt- e-1 d8s/dt, the resonance
happens when then's are at least of order lfe. Thus the leading order resonant terms are
of order exp(-c/e), with c a positive constant, and it takes an exponentially long time for
the adiabatic invariant to break down. When the fast and slow time scales become closer,
i.e. e become larger, the adiabatic invariant becomes less well conserved. The adiabatic
invariant disappears when

e is

large enough that resonant islands of different layers
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overlap each other.
When carrying out the "adiabatic" perturbation, the slow variables need not be in
canonical coordinates. The Hamiltonian can be in the form of

H(J,8,·z)

=H0 (J;z)+d/1(J,8;z)+··.

In Eq. (3-6.19), (J, 8) are the fast variables in action-angle form and

(3-6.19)

z are the slow

variables in noncanonical coordinates. The Poisson brackets between the coordinates
satisfy

{8,J}=l,

(3-6.20a)

{8,z}=O,

(3-6.20b)

{J,z} =0.

(3-6.20c)

When transforming the coordinates, two conditions must be satisfied simultaneously: the
new Hamiltonian is to be independent of the fast angle 8 and the Poisson brackets of the
new coordinates are to be in the same form as Eqs. (3-6.20). The second condition
requires the transformation to be symplectic, which preserves the Poisson brackets, and the
Lie transformation is such a transformation. The procedure is similar to what we have
done in the case when the slow variables are canonical. The results to order of e are
(3-6.21a)

(3-6.2lb)

3·7

Motion Near the Resonance
In this section we will present a qualitative discussion of the motion near the
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resonance. As we discussed in early sections, motion near the resonant surfaces is very
sensitive to perturbations. A very small perturbation can destroy the rational surface of the
unperturbed Hamiltonian and form a stochastic layer near the SC?Paratrices.
Let us start with a Hamiltonian with two degrees of freedom,
(3-7.1)
For simplicity, we only include two Fourier terms, with H,.s and H,,v constants, in the
perturbation, and we also assume that the integers r, s and u, v have no common divisor.
We investigate the motion near one of the resonances, say
(3-7.2)
with r, s integers,

m1 and m2 the unperturbed frequencies
(3-7.3)

We frrst turn off the other Fourier term by setting Hu,v = 0. The motion is regular,
but the phase space topology is changed.

To see this, we proceed a canonical

transformation {J1 , J 2 , 8 1, 82 ) ~ {11, I2 , tp 1 , tp 2 ), using the generating function
(3-7.4)

From Eq. (3-2.3),

(3-7.5a)

(3-7.5b)
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(3-7.5c)

(3-7.5d)

The new Hamiltonian is

(3-7.6)
The action 12 is a constant of motion and the Hamiltonian is integrable. Furthennore if we
expand

Ho near the resonant surface of rm1 -sm2 =0, (J10 ,J20 ), we can rewrite the

Hamiltonian of motion

H

1 2
=-Gp
+dl,
2
'

3

cos¢,

(3-7.7)

with

(3-7.8a)

(3-7.8b)

(3-7.8c)

(3-7.8d)

The Hamiltonian of Eq. (3-7. 7) describes the motion of a pendulum in the phase space of

(p, ¢). The (p, ¢) phase space is separated into rotational and librational regions by a curve
called the separatrix. There are two fixed points, (0,0) and (O,n), meaning at these two
points
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dp
an
-=--=0
dt
at;

64

and

dt; =an =O.
dt
iJp

(3-7.9)

One of the fixed points is unstable, which is located at the intersections of the separatrices.
If a very small perturbation is given, the motion can change to either rotation or libration.

The unstable fixed point is also called an X point or hyperbolic point The other fixed point
is stable, and located at the center of the librational region. If a small perturbation is given,
the motion will change into a libration around this fixed point. In the region very close to
the stable fixed point, the motion is just like a harmonic oscillator and the angular frequency
oft; is (IGH,,sl)

112

•

The stable fixed point is also called an 0 point or elliptic point. On the

separatrix, the maximum change of the momentum, or the half-width of the separatrix, is
Pnuu

=2(jH,,sfGI)

112
•

Now let us visualize the motion in the phase space of (J,B) instead of (p,t;). This
can be done by using one of the Poincare surfaces of section, say (Jb 8 1 ). Inserting Eqs.
(3-7.8b) and (3-7.8c) into the Hamiltonian ofEq. (3-7.7), we have
(3-7.10)
On the SOS of (J1, 8 1 ) the angle 92 is a constant. The curves on the SOS must satisfy Eq.
(3-7.10), meaning the curves areU

(J1,91) =constant.

The SOS is like the phase space

of a pendulum. There are r stable fued points and r unstable fixed points evenly
distributed on the period r curve of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H 0 • The motion near the
separatrices is particularly sensitive to any perturbation. A very small "kick" can change
the motion from rotational to librational, or vise versa. The half-width of the sparatrices is

2(jeH,, fGI)
3

112
•

Now we switch on the other Fourier term, H u,v

* 0, and examine the motion near the

resonance of rm1 -sro2 = 0. We perform the same canonical transformation as Eqs. (3-
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7.4) and (3-7.5). The new Hamiltonian is

(3-7.11)

Near the resonance, the angle
tp

2

tp

1

= r9 1 - s92 changes much slower than the angle

= 8 2 , we can use the adiabatic approximation to "average" over qJ 2•

With Eq. (3-

6.13), we obtain the the Hamiltonian to order e
(3-7.12)

Thus the motion is like a pendulum. The adiabatic approximation is valid except near the
separatrices. Near the separatrices the last term in Eq. (3-7.11) acts like a kicking force.
The direction and the magnitude of the "kick" depend on the change of tp 2 , which is almost
random. These random kicks make the motion near the separatrices extremely irregular. In
fact the motion is stochastic near the separatrices. The same structure appears near the
resonance of u{J)1 -v{J)2

=0.

So when the perturbation is small, most of the invariant

surfaces of the unperturbed Hamiltonian are distorted rather than destroyed. Only the
perturbations which resonate with the unperturbed motion destroy those resonant surfaces.
On a Poincare surface of section, a period n resonant curve becomes n stable flxed points
and n unstable fiXed points evenly distributed. Near each stable fixed point there is a
region (called island) in which motion is regular. The half-width of the islands is of order

o(e112 ). say 2(H,.s/G)

112

for the resonant surface of rro1 -s{J)2 = 0. The unstable fixed

points are linked by separatrices which surround the regular islands. The motion around
separatrices are chaotic. Because the perturbation is small, the islands of different resonant
surfaces are small and do not overlap each others. The distorted invariant surfaces (also
called KAM surfaces) in between separate the stochastic layers of different resonant
surfaces. The stochastic motion is confined in a finite and isolated region.
Now we examine what happens when the perturbations (H,,s and

H~~.,.J

become

bigger. We still use the Hamiltonian ofEq. (3-7.1). The first thing one notices is that the
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island widths of the primary resonances become bigger. This is easy to understand
because the island width is of order (H,,s)

112

12

or (H,vt • The next thing one notices is

that some more islands appear at resonant surfaces of H0 other than those satisfying
r(J)1 - s(J)2

=0

and

U(J)1 - vco2

=0.

These new islands are called secondary resonance

islands. To understand how these secondary resonances appear we go back

to

Eq. (3-

5.13), i.e.

(3-7.13a)

(3-7.13b)

(3-7.13c)

From Eq. (3-7.13b),
(3-7.14)

and
(3-7.15a)

with

w,,s=

H,,S

(3-7.15b)

and

Therefore, to order e, the secular terms come only at the primary resonances
rcJJ1 - s(J) 2

=0 and U(J)1 - vm2 = 0.

Solving Eq. (3-7 .13c ), we obtain
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(3-7.16)

(3-7.17)

Therefore to order e 2 secular terms come at the resonanc~s (r+ u)m1 - (s + v)m2

=0 and

(r-u)ro1 -(s-v)ro2 =0, which cause the appearance of secondary resonant islands.
Also if one gets closer one will fmd that there are similar island chains within islands. This
self-similar structure is repeated on the smaller and smaller scale.
When the perturbation get even bigger, the islands of different resonances overlap and
the good KAM surfaces between island chains disappear. The merger of the separated
stochastic layers signifies the transition of the system from regional chaotic to globally
stochastic.

To summarize the above discussion, when the perturbation contains only one Fourier
term the motion is still integrable but the phase space topology is changed. When the
perturbation contains more than one Fourier terms, motion near the resonance surfaces
become stochastic, but KAM surfaces still exist when perturbation is small. The KAM
surfaces are destroyed when the perturbation is large enough that neighboring islands
overlap each other. Motion become globally chaotic.

3-8

A Numerical Example
Before ending this chapter, we present an example showing the effect of perturbations.

The system resembles a magnetic field line Hamiltonian, which we discussed in Sec. 2-2.

The "field line" Hamiltonian is
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z = Zo( yt)+ Z1,1cos[21r( tp- 8)] + z1,2 cos[2n(tp- 28)].
z

(3-8.1)

z

with 1,1 and 1,2 constants, and

(3-8.2)

The equivalent two dimensional time-independent Hamiltonian is that ofEq. (3-7.1), with

(3-8.3)

We integrated Hamilton's equations of motion numerically and plotted the surface of
section of (tJ1,8), or

(18 ,8). Fig. 3.2 shows the results.

As we increase the perturbation

the islands become bigger and the stochastic region become larger. At f'U'St, there are only
the main resonant islands, then the secondary resonant islands appear, and finally, in Fig.
3.2(d), the two main island chains overlap with each other, and even islands within islands
become visible.
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CHAPTER 4
THE HIGHER ORDER
DRIFT HAMILTONIAN
IN A CURL FREE FIELD
In this chapter a research paper the Exact and Drift Hamiltonian, which is published in
Physics Fluids B 4, page 2429, 1992, is reproduced.

4-1 Introduction
Particles in a fusion plasma have very long mean free paths compared to the size of the
system. Adequate confinement for fusion implies that the trajectories of alpha particles
(a's) must remain in the plasma for at least a slowing down time, and thermal particles can
only move a small fraction of the plasma radius during a collision time. A charged particle
moves very rapidly on a nearly circular orbit about a magnetic field line. The center of this
circle, which is called the guiding center, moves along the field line with a parallel velocity
v11 =v • B/B, and drifts slowly from one field line to another with a drift velocity vd- ev,
where e -

p/a is the ratio of the gyroradius to plasma size.

be found to order

The guiding center motion can

e by the standard drift equations first derived by Alfven.l

Since the

Alfven drift equations use only the lowest order of the Taylor expansion of the motion in

e, their validity is guaranteed only for a time that is short compared to (d2f1 , with
!2 = qBfm the cyclotron frequency. However, the time scale td for a particle to move

across the field lines a distance of order the plasma size, a, is td - afvd and tdn -

1/e2.

2 rl is the shortest time scale of interest in the calculation of particle

In other words, (e !2

72
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trajectories. An extreme situation is that of a panicles slowing down in a tokamak reactor
which has a rippled magnetic field due to the finite number of toroidal field coils. The
gyroradius of the a's is of order 10 centimeters and the characteristic spatial scale (the
distance between toroidal field coils) is of order a few meters, so e- pja === 1/20. The
slowing down time ts times the gyrofrequency can be as large as t1 !2 -108 and

nf 1•

4

ts - (e

Alfven's derivation gives little reason for confidence in using the drift

equations on the time scale required. The next order drift terms in an expansion in e have
been calculated.2-5 In this chapter, we give a canonical Hamiltonian treatment of the
guiding center problem in Boozer coordinates.
A major difference between this and earlier work on higher order drift Hamiltonian is
the use of Boozer coordinates ( 'lf,8, 'P). A general set of magnetic coordinates contains
three coordinates ('If/, 8, 'P). One of the important properties of the magnetic coordinates is
that the plasma pressure is a function of the toroidal flux coordinate 'If alone. The primary
interest in particle trajectories in toroidal plasma equilibria is their deviation from the
surfaces of constant pressure. The 'If-coordinate provides the simplest possible
description of this deviation. The magnetic field lines also have a trivial form in magnetic
coordinates, 'If= constant and 8- l('lf)tp =constant with 8 a poloidal angle and tp a
toroidal angle (Fig. 2.3), which is equivalent to the magnetic field having the contravariant
representation

B = Vlfl xV9+ l('lfi)Vtp x V'lf/.
Magnetic coordinates are arbitrary in one function of position, co(x). If ('If, 81 , tp1 ) are one
set of magnetic coordinates then

82 = 91 + l('lfl)co(x).

('If!, 82 , tp2 )

are another set if tp2

=tp

1

+ w(x) and

The original treatment of magnetic coordinates,6 Hamada

coordinates, used the freedom of w(x) to make the Jacobian of the magnetic coordinates
constant on a 'If-surface. It was later demonstrated that the freedom of co(x) could be
used to simplify the covariant representation of the magnetic field 7 to

B = #o[ G( 'lf)VffJ +I( 'lf)V8 + /3.( 'If/, 9, 'P )V'Ifl).
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This particular set of magnetic coordinates are called Boozer coordinates. The Boozer
coordinates have a simple relation to the canonical coordinates of the Hamiltonian that
corresponds to Alfven drift equations. We call this Hamiltonian the standard drift
Hamiltonian Hd.
A surprising feature of the standard drift Hamiltonian in Boozer coordinates is that the
three dimensional properties of the magnetic field enter only through the field strength
B( 'If, 8, qJ). 8 The exact Hamiltonian H., which is the Hamiltonian of the exact particle

trajectories, on the other hand depends on the full metric tensor of magnetic coordinates,

g¥19 = Vllf· V8, etc.; its dependence on the three spatial coordinates cannot be written in
terms of the field strength alone. This opens the important possibility that the standard drift
Hamiltonian can have an exact symmetry that is not shared by the exact Hamiltonian. In
this chapter we show that the first order correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian
depends on the metric tensor in a generic way. Previous work fails to show this feature
since the only formulation of the drift equations that makes the existence of such a
symmetry transparent is the formulation using Boozer coordinates.
The exact Hamiltonian depends on six variables. The Hamiltonian corresponding to
the Alfven drift equations, which we call the standard drift Hamiltonian, depends on only
four variables. These four variables are basically the parallel velocity v11 and the three
components of the spatial position of the guiding center X. The standard drift Hamiltonian
depends on only four variables instead of six, because the magnetic moment J.L, which is
determined by the perpendicular velocity v.L, Jl

=mvi/2B, is assumed to be conserved.

The gyrophase 81 , which is the coordinate conjugate to Jl and rotates at the
gyrofrequency, is irrelevant to the guiding center motion.
Let H 6 be the Hamiltonian of six variables that describes the exact trajectory. We call
the Hamiltonian that most accurately describes the guiding center motion using only four
canonical variables the guiding center Hamiltonian H 1 • The relationship between the exact
and guiding center Hamiltonian is
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with Hll the difference between the exact and guiding center Hamiltonian. The vector
P

=(PI• p2 )

and Q =(q /1 q2 ) are the four canonical variables of the guiding center

Hamiltonian. If J.l were exacdy conserved, H. would be independent of (}1 and HI' could
be taken to be zero.
There are two important issues. First, how faithfully can the trajectories of the guiding
center Hamiltonian H 1 represent the trajectories of the exact Hamiltonian H, 1 In other
words, how long can the solutions of a four variable Hamiltonian (the guiding center
Hamiltonian H 1 ) represent the solutions of a six variable Hamiltonian (the exact
Hamiltonian H.)? Second, even if a sufficiently accurate guiding center Hamiltonian H 1
exists, how accurate an approximation to this guiding center Hamiltonian is required? The
standard drift Hamiltonian Ha contains only the lowest order terms in the Taylor expansion
in e. The relation between these two Hamiltonians, which have four canonical variables,

is

The general principles of Hamiltonian mechanics imply that the important part of a
perturbation, such as Hll and HI, is the part that resonates with the trajectories given by the
lower order Hamiltonian, H1 or Ha.
While the direct answer to the above two question is difficult to obtain, the application
of our results to the quasi-helically symmetric magnetic field greatly simplifies the
comparison between the motion of the drift and exact trajectories, and helps to answer these
questions.
Ntihremberg and Zille 9 have found numerical examples of three dimensional
stellarator equilibria in which the field strength has the approximate form B( yt, (}- NqJ ),

with Nan integer, while the metric tensor depends in a complicated way on all three spatial
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coordinates. The idealization of these equilibria are said to have quasi-helical symmetry.
The standard drift Hamiltonian of quasi-helical symmetric equilibria has an exactly
conserved canonical momentum, so the neoclassical confinement propenies of such
equilibria are similar to those of a toroidally symmetric tokamak. Garren and Boozer to
later showed that although one can achieve exact quasi-helical symmetry on one ytsurface, quasi-helical symmetry must be broken in the global expression for the field
strength of toroidal equilibria by terms of order 1/A 3 with A the aspect ratio of the torus.
The metric tensor of such equilibria has terms that break helical symmetry that are of order

1/A. Since quasi-helical symmetry is broken in very different orders, in 1/.4, in the exact
and the standard drift Hamiltonian, quasi-helical equilibria provide a simple but important
test of the long term accuracy of the drift equations. [Without violating any principles of
Hamiltonian mechanics, one can even consider fully three dimension magnetic fields that
have exact quasi-helical symmetry though such fields are inconsistent with plasma
equilibria.]
We find that the higher order corrections in e, the ratio of the gyroradius to plasma
size, to the standard drift Hamiltonian depend in a generic way on the metric tensor. Such
terms produce drifts that break the invariance of the standard drift Hamiltonian in quasi-

e /A )v while the breaking of the conserved
momentum by the standard drift Hamiltonian is of order (e/ A 3 )v in self-consistent
helical equilibria. These drifts are of order ( 2

equilibria. The first effect of the breaking of the exact symmetry of the standard drift
Hamiltonian is an oscillation in the conserved momentum P~t of quasi-helical symmetry.
The details of the breakdown in the conservation of p11 in the drift and exact Hamiltonian
will be the subject of chapter 6. Here we give the higher order correction to the standard

drift Hamiltonian, which makes the drift Hamiltonian dependent on the metric as well as the
field strength.

In Sec. 4-2, we give a brief discussion of the magnetic coordinates and the standard
drift Hamiltonian. In Sec. 4-3, we give the exact Hamiltonian in the guiding center
coordinates, in which four of the six canonical variables are the same as those of the drift
Hamiltonian. In Sec. 4-4, we perform an expansion of the exact Hamiltonian, and
transform the two canonical variables that correspond to the gyromotion into action-angle
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variables. We give the first order correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian, which
describes the drift motion to order e2. The results are summarized in Sec. 4-5, so the
reader who is interested only in the form of higher order drift Hamiltonian Kd can move
directly to this section. We also calculate the second order correction, which is one order
higher than the previous works and describes the drift motion to order e3 • Since our main
interest is using Boozer coordinates to formulate the drift Hamiltonian, we give the second
order correction in Appendices 4-A. In Appendix 4-D we give the drift Hamiltonian with
first order correction in a pseudo-cartesian magnetic coordinates. In performing our
calculations, we use the small dimensionless parameter e to keep track of the ordering, but
set

e = 1 at the end of the calculation.

4-2 The Magnetic Coordinates and the Drift Hamiltonian
In order to have a simple form of the Hamiltonian, we need to choose the coordinate
system carefully. The trajectories of charged particles in magnetic fields are strongly tied to
the magnetic field lines, so magnetic coordinates form a natural coordinate system.
Magnetic coordinates 6•7 and the standard drift Hamiltonian in magnetic coordinates 8•11 •12
have been studied previously. Here we briefly summarize the results of these studies.

A. The Magnetic Coordinates
Any magnetic field B(x) can be represented in canonical coordinates ( yt,8, rp) as

B = VytxV8+ Vrp x Vz('lf,8,rp),

(4-2.1)

with z the field line Hamiltonian, i.e. the field lines are given by d'lffdrp = -iJzfiJ8 and

d8fdrp = iJz/iJyt. Magnetic surfaces exist if and only if there is a function f(x) that
satisfies

B·Vf(x)=O,
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z

with IV/I :;~: 0 except along isolated curves. If magnetic surfaces exist, can be written as
3 function of VI alone. The magnetic field then has the contravariant form 4

B

=Vl/f x VB+ Vtp x Vz(lfl).

The physical interpretation of Vf, 8, 9' and

(4-2.2)

z is given in Fig.

2.3. The toroidal flux

inside a magnetic surface is Vf. The poloidal angle is 8 and the toroidal angle is tp. The
peloidal flux outside a magnetic surface is -z. The period of the peloidal angle 8 and the
period of the toroidal angle 9' are unity instead of the conventional 2:rr. The vector
potential A associated with the field B has the simple covariant form
(4-2.3)
This expression for the vector potential is a well-behaved, single-valued function of
position throughout all space. A magnetic field associated with a plasma equilibrium,

Vp = j

x B, also has a covariant representation 7
(4-2.4)

where p.0 is the permeability of free space, and the function

p. is closely related to the

PfirSCh-Schliiter current The physical interpretation of I and G is also given in Fig. 4.1.

G is the peloidal current outside a magnetic surface, and I is the toroidal current enclosed
by a magnetic surface.

In this chapter, we assume, for simplicity, that the magnetic field is a vacuum, or curlfree, field with good magnetic surfaces. In a curl-free field, the covariant form becomes
(4-2.5)

where G0 is the number of Amperes in the coils producing the field. The contravariant
representation of the magnetic field and the vector potential, Eq.(4-2.2) and Eq.(4-2.3),
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remain unchanged in the magnetic coordinates in which B has a simple covariant form,
Boozer coordinates.

B. The Standard Guiding Center Hamiltonian in the Magnetic Coordinates
The standard drift Hamiltonian can be derived from the drift Lagrangian. The
Lagrangian of the exact trajectory of a charged particle in a magnetic field is

(4-2.6)

with q the charge of the particle and

v2 =vi +v1:

the square of the velocity. The drift

Lagrangian given by Taylor 11 is

(4-2.7)

These two Lagrangians differ in the sign of pJJ =mv]../2. The reason that J.l}J is negative

in the drift Lagrangian is that in the drift motion J.l}J is a potential term instead of a kinetic
energy term.

In the magnetic coordinates,

. ax

ax . ax

d
,
.
v='fl-+ 8 -+tp-, an 91 =v·B118 •

a"'

ae

atl'

By using the covariant form for the vector potential, Eq.(4-2.3), and the magnetic field,
Eq.(4-2.5), as well as the orthognality relations of general coordinates,

v~; .(ax/ a~j) = oj. one can trivially find the magnetic coordinate representation of the
drift Lagrangian

(4-2.8)
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The canonical momenta are

p"=m(JL~orq,-qz.

P.,=o; Ps=Q'fl;
The fact that

(4-2.9)

p., is zero implies that iJHd/()p., is ill defined and p¥1 = -iJHd/iJ'fl

vanishes. If one writes out the Lagrangian equations of motion, one would find that there
are one second order differential equation and two first order differential equations instead
of three second order differential equations. The reason for this peculiarity is that although

Ld is a function of six variables there are only four independent ones. The drift
Hamiltonian has only four independent variables 8, ((J, p6 (=
drift Hamiltonian 8 is

q'fl), and Ptp· The standard

(4-2.10)

which depends on only the magnetic field strength.

Hamiltonian equations of motion are,
2

. --I [I
Vf=
- ( -B-) ( Ptp +qz )2 +J.lB] iJB/iJ8 ;
q m JJ.oGo
B

(4-2.lla)

(4-2.1lb)
with
2

I (- B
~ = ,_
m JLoGo

J(P" +qz),

and
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2

q, =-1 ( -

B
m J.l.oGo

J(P, +qz);

(4-2.11c)

and

(4-2.11d)

with the rotational transform

(4-2.12)
The motion along the field satisfies

tit= 0

and

Therefore ~I and

8-ttiJ = 0.

q, describe the parallel motion, iJJ..

and

tit describe the drift motion.

Since

with Pr1

=mv jqB, ft, cannot be interpreted simply as a parallel or drift motion.
11

sense, p, gives the relation between the parallel velocity
Notice that
and

ft,/P,

q,

and the parallel part of

v11 and the guiding center location.

iJ, ~ 1 , are of order 1.

are of order e (because yrand

In some

The drift part of iJ ,

Prp are large).

..
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4-3 The Exact Hamiltonian in the Guiding Center Coordinates
The Hamiltonian of the exact trajectory of a charged particle in a magnetic field is

(4-3.1)
The most often used canonical coordinates are the spatial position of the particle x and
conjugate momentum p,

p=mv+qA.

(4-3.2)

In an arbitrary set of spatial coordinates (~ 1 ,~ 2 ,~ 3 ). the canonical momenta are·

Pi= iJL/ o~i = p · (iJx/ iJ~i). In the magnetic coordinates ( 1J1, 8, rp ), the vector potential is
A= 1J1V8- .:t(1JI)Vrp, Eq. (4-2.3). The velocity can also be written in the covariant form

as

with B = J.1. 0G0 Vtp and

(4-3.3)
The vector es lies roughly within the magnetic surfaces. The contravariant fonn for the
magnetic field, Eq.(4-2.2), can be written as

B

=V1Jfxe.,

(4-3.4)

which follows from Eq.(4-2.12) and Eq.(4-3.3).
Equation (4-3.4) implies that es and V1J1 are orthogonal to the B-field. However, es
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and V'lf are not necessary orthogonal to each other.

The canonical coordinates

corresponding to the magnetic coordinates are:

8,

(4-3.5)
The canonical coordinates ( 'lf,p.,,·8,p8 ;qJ,p,) are not analogous to those of the drift
Hamiltonian. We therefore perform a canonical transformation so that the spatial variables
are those of the guiding center ( IJ', 8, qJ) rather than those of the particle position

('If, 8, q>).

Choosing the generating function
(4-3.6)
which is so called a generating function of the third type, the new canonical pairs are

(4-3.7)
Equation (4-3.7) implies that the relationship between~= ('lf,8,tp) and E= (1J',8,qJ) is

'If= IJ' -s,

8= 8- pfq, and qJ =qJ.

(4-3.7')

The location of the guiding center in the magnetic coordinates is ( IJ', 8, q>) to the lowest
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order in

E,

84

the ratio of gyroradius to system size. To show this, we Taylor expand

X( '1',8, rp) at ( 'lf,8, rp), and fmd

which is the usual relation between the position of the particle x and the gyrocenter X.
The physical interpretation of the new canonical coordinates (s,p;8,P8 ;rp,p.,) is as

s is the component of particle momentum in the e8 direction and lies roughly
within the magnetic swfaces. The conjugate momentum to s is p, the component of the

follows:

particle momentum perpendicular to the magnetic surface. The other two pairs of canonical
variables 8, P8 and rp, Prp are the same as those of the drift Hamiltonian. The three spatial
coordinates P8 (= q'l'),8,rp give the trajectory of the guiding center and

p.,. in some

sense, gives the parallel velocity v1•
The velocity of the particle can be written in the new coordinates (s,p;8,P8 ;rp,p,) as
VII
q
1 V'I'
v=-B+-se
$ --p
•
B
m
m

The Hamiltonian of the exact trajectory in the coordinates (s,

p; 8, P8 ; rp, p.,) is
(4-3.8)

where g1

=e ·e
1

1

,

g"'

=V'f1· Vyt and gc =V'f1·e

1

are components of the metric tensor of

the coordinates (b,es, V'f1), with b =B/B. The other three metric components are b· b = 1
and b · es

=b · V 'If =0.

Bz =(V'If x e,

t

The metric tensor gives the shape of the magnetic swfaces. Using

which follows from Eq.(4-3.4), one trivially finds that the relation
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between the strength of magnetic field and the components of the metric tensor is

(4-3.9)
The exact Hamiltonian of Eq.(4-3.8) is defined in terms of the canonical coordinates

(s,p;8,P9 ;<p,p,), but magnetic field and the metric are given in the coordinates
~

= ('I'· 8, tp). In other words, it is the magnetic field at the position of the particle ~ that

affects the motion, not the field at the position of the guiding center a= ( '1', 8, tp ). With
the relationship between 'and S given by Eq.(4-3.7'), the exact trajectories can be
integrated using the exact Hamiltonian of Eq.(4-3.8).

4-4 Higher Order Drift Hamiltonian
To derive the higher order drift Hamiltonian, we require that the functions describing
the magnetic field in Eq.(4-3.8) to be independent of s and p, which describe the
gyromotion. The displacement of the particle position from the guiding center is small,
s/'1' and pjq are of order e (see Eq.(4-3.7')), we can expand the magnetic field about the

position S. The expansion is complicated, however, due to the non-trivial nature of the
parallel Hamiltonian

The quantities p, and qz are both of order e-1 , but their sum, p"' + qz, is of order I.
We assume that the magnetic field is given in the following fonns:

B = B(V!.B,tp),

Z =Z(V!),

g' = g'(V!,B.tp),
(4-4.1)
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The Hamiltonian with the B-field in the coordinates 3 = ( '1', 8, <p) is

(4-4.2a)

where

(4-4.2b)

and

with

1,

z

and their derivatives functions of 'l' alone, the field strength B, the

components of the metric tensor and their derivatives given as functions of ( '1', 8, ffJ); and

Is'= d!(s)jiJSi.

The second order Hamiltonian H2 is given in Appendix 4-A. Now,

all functions describing the magnetic field and their derivatives depend on the guiding
center coordinates ( 'l',B,<p) only.
The slowly varying canonical coordinates are denoted by vector P and Q with

P = (P8 = q'l',piP) and Q = (8,<p). The time scale of the rapid variables.p and s, in the
exact Hamiltonian H(p, s; P, Q) is of order e -J faster then the time scale of P and Q. This
implies that the motion of p and s can be separated from P and Q, with p and s transfonned
into action-angle variables. We accomplish this transformation in two steps. First, we
change (p,s; P,Q) to (fi,s; P,Q) canonically, so that

p and s are orthogonal to each other

in the lowest order Hamiltonian H0 , leaving P and Q almost unchanged. Then, we carry
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out another canonical transformation into gyrophase coordinates, i.e. from

(fi,s; P,Q)

to

(J, 81 ; P ,Q), where J and 88 are action-angle variables in the lowest order of the
Hamiltonian.
The generating function to change (p,s; P,Q)

to

(fi,s; P,Q) is
(4-4.3)

with

f(P,Q) =ge(P,Q)jqg'(P,Q).

One finds (see Appendix 4-B)

1 (p,s;P,Q
- -) = -P+EP
1 (
- -)
( 3)
-P
2 p,s,·P,Q +o e ,

e

e

(4-4.4)

where

So= s+ fif(P,Q).
1_

Sz

= -p 3
2

0/(.P,Q) 0/(.P,fi)
-

i)p

.

iJQ-

'
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88

(4-4.4')
The new Hamiltonian is

il(p,s;P,Q) = H(p(p,s,·P,Q),s(p,s,:.P,Q):P(p,s,·.P,Q),Q(p,s;P,Q))
=H0 (p,s;P,Q)+ eH1(p,s;P,Q)+e 2H2(p,s;P,Q)+o(e 3 ),

(4-4.5a)

where

(4-4.5b)

(4-4.5c)

with

The second order term ofEq.(4-4.5a), H2 , is given in Appendix 4-A. One needs to keep
in mind that Ptp +qz is of order 1 although plfJ and qz are of order

e-1 •

This is the

reason that the second term in Eq.(4-4.5c) survives.
The perpendicular part of H0 of Eq.(4-4.5b) is,

The functions C and D change slowly because they depend on only the slow variables
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and Q. The canonical variables

p and s oscillate at the fast

gyrofrequency. Thus, the

ill behaves like a slowly varying harmonic oscillator.

perpendicular Hamiltonian

We use

the generating function

1- ( J,s;P,Q
- -)
wII =-P·Q+e~

(4-4.6a)

e

with

Wj
to change

=f~2JR(P,Q)- R2 (P,Q)s 2 dS,

(4-4.6b)

p and s into the action-angle variables J and Bg, with P and Q only changed

slightly. The function

R(P',Q) is

R(P,Q) =~C(P,Q)jD(P,Q) =ql(P,Q)jB(P,Q).

(4-4.6c)

and is of order e. We apply a procedure similar to that oftransfonnation from (p,s;P,Q)
to

(p,s,·.P,Q)

to find the relationship between

(fi,s;.P,Q)

and (J,81 ;P,Q). One then

finds without difficulty that

1 -(J,8 ,·P,Q
- -) =-P
1 - +eP- (J,B,,·P,Q
- -) +o( E J) •
-P
2
1
E

E

(4-4.7)

where
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(4-4.7')

The new Hamiltonian in the coordinates (J. e,; 'P,Q) is
H(J,811 ,·P,Q) =H 0 (J,·P,Q )+eH1 (J,811 ,·P,Q )+e2H 2 (J,811 ;P,Q )+o(e3 ),
(4-4.8a)

where

(4-4.8b)

and

(4-4.8c)

The second order tenn H2 is given in Appendix 4-A.
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The lowest order Hamiltonian H 0 is independent of the gyrophase 88 and J is
equivalent top., which is the magnetic moment in Eq.(4-2.10), p.

=(q/m)J.

The lowest

order Hamiltonian in thee expansion gives the standard drift Hamiltonian. We derive the
drift Hamiltonian to order

E? by eliminating the 88 dependence in H1 and H2 (see

Appendix 4-C). The new drift Hamiltonian, to order £, is
(4-4.9a)
with H d the standard drift Hamiltonian, and
(4-4.9b)
and
(4-4.9c)

The correction to the motion of the suindard drift Hamiltonian due to the first order
term of Eq.(4-4.9a), V, is

iin

_.A

f:7J -

(4-4.10a)

Ul,

q,J=t1,

(4-4.10b)

and

..:......L

81

...:...

r- ,-

at1 •
= P, + qz PelqI )] JPe

~=

Jt1
--q1 ['P, +qz,-Pe1qI )] JB,

(4-4.10c)

(4-4.10d)
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..:..

[-

( - 1 )]

PrpJ =-PIP +qz PeJQ

The reader should notice that

dL1
dq(

92

(4-4.10e)

ej and q,J are of order e, and Bf' ei'J/'P and Ptpi/Ptp are
1

of order e2 •
The relations between (P,Q) and (J,8,;P,Q) are obtained by using Equations (44.4), (4-4.4'), (4-4.7), (4-4.7'), (3-6.14) and (3-6.15),

(4-4.11)
After averaging over the gyrophase,

(4-4.11')
with 0 1 = g3 /B and G2 = gc / g3 • The difference between the guiding center given the
exact Hamiltonian, (P,Q), and the one given by the drift Hamiltonian, (P,Q ). is of order

ez.

4-S

Conclusions
For a vacuum field with good magnetic surfaces, we give the exact Hamiltonian of a

particle with charge q in Boozer coordinates (Fig. 2.3). In these coordinates, the magnetic .
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field has both the contravariant form
B = VytxV8+ VqJxVz(Yf),

and the covariant form

For a given magnetic field B(x), the magnetic coordinates (yt,8,tp) can be determined
numerically, 7,13 i.e. the magnetic field can be written as

B = B( yt,8,9J),

with the metric components, g1

e

6

'= dz( '1')/d'lf,

z =z( Yf),

=e ·e
8

8 ,

g"' = Vyt· VYf and gc

=Vyt·e

8•

The vector

=V8- l( yt)Vtp lies roughly within the magnetic surfaces.
We find the canonical coordinates (s,B,tp) with the canonical momenta

(P, = p,P9 = q':l',p,) for the exact Hamiltonian

with e=(Yf,8,tp)=3-6, 3=('1',8,tp) and 6=(s,pfq,O).
coordinates, the position of the particle is

In the magnetic

e=("'' 8, tp) and the position of the guiding

center is 3 = ( 'I', 8, tp). The canonical coordinates p and s are the variables describing the
fast gyromotion. The other four canonical coordinates,
Q

P = (P9 = q':l',p.,)

=(8, tp), are the variables describing the guiding center motion.

and

Integrating the exact

Hamiltonian H. in the coordinates (p,s;P,Q), (P,Q) gives the motion of the guiding
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center.

By separating the fast gyromotion

(p,s) from slow motion (P,Q) and Taylor

expanding the magnetic field about the location of the guiding center S, we transfonn

(p,s) into action-angle variables (1, 81 ). keeping (P,Q) almost unchanged. We show that
the lowest order Hamiltonian is the standard drift Hamiltonian and the higher order
Hamiltonians depend on the gyrophase.

with H' the sum of the higher order terms and

with

S = (P,B,q;) and~= q'P.

The difference between (P,Q) and (P,Q) is of order

e2 • The canonical momentum J is equivalent to the magnetic moment J.1. in Eq.(4-2.10),

JJ. =qJjm. The first and second order corrections to the standard drift Hamiltonian are
derived by using the Lie transformation. The new drift Hamiltonian with the first order
correction in e = pja, the gyroradius to system size, is

with

The difference between

(P,Q) and (P,Q) can be ignored since it is of order e2 • To

integrate the drift trajectories using this new drift Hamiltonian, one needs to give the
magnetic field in the magnetic coordinates ( IJI, 8, rp), then set {IJI, 8, rp) = { P, 8, q;).
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One of the biggest differences between the exact Hamiltonian and the standard drift
Hamiltonian is that the exact Hamiltonian depends on the metric tensor elements while the
standard drift Hamiltonian does not The first order correction is of great interest because it
depends on the metric tensor elements in a generic way. The generic dependence follows
from the fact that the elements of the metric tensor must be periodic functions of Q ,

(8, rp ). Whenever the symmetry of the exact Hamiltonian H. is broken by the metric, the
symmetry of the drift Hamiltonian K4 is also broken.
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Appendix 4-A: Second Order Hamiltonians
The second order Hamiltonian in Eq.(4-4.2a) is

(4-A.l)

The second order Hamiltonian in Eq.(4-4.5a) is

_

(-

__ ) J[B(P,Q)]

Hz= Hz p,so;P,Q +m

2
[_

~~

(- 1

P, +qz Pt:11q

)Jz[12 · iJB(P,Q)jiJP]
(- -)
B~Q

() )Ho.J.(-p,so,·P,Q
- -) + (Sz iJso
i) +Qz. aQ
i) ) Ho (- -)
+(p2. i)p
p,so,·P,Q
q

--

2m

[B(P,Q)]2 l., (-PeiQI) so2(12 · ~-iJ )(P, + qz(-PelqI))
~ 0G0

dP

2

8
_l_(B(P,Q)] (B.,(P,Q)s0 +B
(- 1 ))2
- -)(P,Q)pfqJ 12 ..!...)(~- P, +qz Pe,q ,

m

~0 Go

B(P,Q

riP

(4-A.2)
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The second order Hamiltonian in Eq.(4-4.8a) is
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Appendix 4-B: Derivation of Equation (4-4.4)
The generating function, which changes (p,s; P,Q) to

(p,s,· P,Q), is a function of the

old coordinates and the new momenta,

(4-B.l)

with f(P,Q)

=gc(fo,Q)jqg'(P,Q), which is of order 11£.
aw1

Therefore

_

ep=-=ep,
OS

s=

a:

1

= s- pf(P,Q),

Q= ~~ =Q- e2 .!._ pz Of(P~Q).
oP
2
oP
(4-B.2)
We need the old variables to be expressed as functions of the new variables. To inven
Eq.(4-B.2), we assume

(4-B.3)
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We expend Eq.(4-B.2} in Taylor series,

Obviously Q1 and the term of o(e1} are zero. Thus

1P

-

e

JP-

J_

e

2

=- - e- p2

df(P,Q)
( )
- + o e3 ,
i)Q

• = i+ Pt(P,Q)+e 2iiQ2 •

at~Q) +o(e').

Compare with Eq.(4-B.3), we have

s0 = i + fif(P,Q),
1_

s2

3
=-p
2

d!(P,Q) d!(P,Q)
iJP

.

-

i)Q

•

1 _2 d!(P,Q)
Q2=-p
- .
2

iJP

(4-B.4}
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Appendix 4-C: Proof of the First Order Correction to the
Standard Drift Hamiltonian
The first order correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian is
(4-C.l)

with

(4-C.2)

In the second term only P2 dependent on the gyrophase .

- = iJQ
a Wj (--) ,
P2
J,s0 ;P,Q

(4-C.3)

where

We have

J

iJR/iJQ .
R

sm81 cos81 ,

Thus
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(4-C.5)
From Eq.(4-4.5c),

In H1 (see Eq.(4-4.2c)), the only term being non-zero after average over 68 is

And

{s~(fio,so;P,Q )) =((so+ Pof(P,Q)Y)= J[~ +~2 (P,Q)].
Since R(P,Q) = qg'(P,Q )/B(P,Q ),

Hence

By using Eq.(4-3.9), we have

g"'

(sn=J-.
qB
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Thus

-)
(H1 } =-J B(P,Q)
(
)2 (Ptp+qz(P81Iq)) l'l' (P81Iq) g "'(P,Q.

(4-C.7)

2m p.0G0

In the second tenn of Eq.(4-C.6), only P2 (p0 ; P ,Q) dependent on 81 • With Eq.(4-4.4')
and Eq.(4-4.7'),

-2)

( = _!_JR(Ji Q) ()f(P,Q).
( P.2 (-Po •. P•Q)) =- 1 at(ii,Q)
•
iJQ
Po
iJQ
2

2

The second tenn becomes
2

_..:!__(_!!_)
(P +qz)R(l!f_+!!_)
2m p. G
ae atp
1P

0 0

=-J

B

2m(p.0G0

t

(P

tp

a)

a+ - gc-8-c( l -a+ a
+qz)[( l iJ8

dtp

t

()8

af/J

}s]

.

(4-C.S)

Therefore, we have

(ii,) =-J 2mV.:G,)' (iJ• +qz{l~g• +(• iJ~ +iJ~

)s•-:: (I iJ~ +~

rl
(4-C.9)
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Appendix 4-D: The Hamiltonian Near the Magnetic Axis
In the region that near the magnetic axis, certain metric tensor elements become

singular in the magnetic coordinates ('If, 8, f{J). We therefore introduce a pseudo-canesian
magnetic coordinates ((, y, f{J) which is closely related to Boozer coordinates ('If, 9, (/)).
These two coordinates are related by a canonical transformation. The generating function
of this transformation is

F( 8, y)

=_!_2 y2 cot(2n9).

(4-0.1)

I

2

2

The relations between ( ,, y, (/)) and ( yt, (J. (/)) are "' =-oF/o8 = nr sin ( 2n8) and

C=-oF/or= rcot(2n8), or more explicitly

C=~'lfftccos(2tc8),
{ r =~ '1'/tc sin(2tc9}

(4-D.2a)

and

(4-D.2b)

The contravariant representation of the magnetic field is
(4-0.3)

The vector potential has the covariant from

A=CVr-zVlf'.
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The covariant representation of the field is
B

. I~
wtth

=P.o(GVq> + ivr + p. v~),

(4-0.5)

=2tc(c2' + r2) I+ 2tcr{3. and {3.~ =2tc(c-r
2 • .2) I + 2tcC/3•. In a curl-free field, the
+ .,

covariant fonn remain the same as Eq.(4-2.5), B = p. 0G0Vtp.
Now we introduce two vectors,
(4-D.6a)
and
(4-D.6b)
Observe that B

=e, x e.,.

The velocity has the covariant fonn

(4-0.7)

The canonical coordinates corresponding to the pseudo-cartesian magnetic coordinates are:

r.
tp,

(4-D.S)
After a canonical transfonnation using the generating function
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the new canonical coordinates in the guiding center coordinates are

r= r-p,jq.
tp,
(4-0.9)
The relation between the position of the particle ~ =(,, y,tp) and the position of the
guiding centerS= (z,r,tp) is

e= S- 6, with 6 = (s,pfq,O).

It can be trivially shown

by Taylor expansion that

X (z,r,, ) =

( 2)
x(,,y,tp)+e mvxB
2 +o e .
qB

The Hamiltonian of the exact trajectory in the pseudo-cartesian magnetic coordinates is

where G8

=er. er, GP =e,. e, and ac =e,. er. The relation between the field strength

and the metrics is similar to Eq.(4-3.9),

After expansion and canonical transformation similar to those we did in Sec. 4-4, we
obtain the drift Hamiltonian with first order correction in the pseudo-canesian magnetic
coordinates,
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{4-D.lla)

with

(4-D.llb)

and
(4-D.llc)

where

(4-D.lld)

The Hamiltonian we give in this appendix is not only valid in the region rear the
magnetic axis but in all space. However, the the matrices in the pseudo-cartesian magnetic
coordinates are much more complicate than those in Boozer coordinates. One can generally
avoid using the Hamiltonian in this pseudo-cartesian magnetic coordinates since the particle
trajectories near the magnetic axis is very interested in plasma confinement.
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CHAPTER 5
THE HIGHER ORDER
DRIFT HAMILTONIAN
IN A FULL FIELD
In this chapter the formulation developed in chapter 4 is extended into a timeindependend full electromagnetic field with plasma equilibrium.

A noncanonical

Hamiltonian method, which differs from that in chapter 4, is used.

5-l The Exact Hamiltonian in Boozer Coordinates
In Boozer coordinates an magnetic field with plasma equilibrium has both simple
contravariant representation

B = V1f!xV8+ V(j)xVz(1f!),

(5-1.1)

and simple covariant representation 1

(5-1.2)

The vector potential corresponding to Eq. (5-1.1) is

108
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(5-1.3)

A= 'lfV8- zV<p.

Generally /3. is much smaller than G+ lf; /3•/(G+ r.I) is of order 1%. This important
feature will be used later when we define our guiding center position. In the remaining part
of this chapter we occasionally refer to the Boozer coordinates ('If, 8, <p) as

eor ~;, with

i=l,2,3.

The Hamiltonian of the exact particle trajectories, of mass m and charge e (a different
notation q was used in chapter 4 ), in a static electromagnetic field is

1
H = -mv2 +erp,
2

(5-1.4)

where IP is electric potential. In ordinary spatial coordinates x, the canonical momenta are

P:a =mv+eA.

In Boozer coordinates ('If, 8, <p), the velocity has a covariant representation

V

=!:!B
+ VsBs + Vyt VYf,
B

(5-1.5)

with B in the covariant representation of Eq. (5-1.2). The vector e, is defined as

(5-1.6)
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which lies roughly within the magnetic surfaces. The vectors e8 and VVf are both
perpendicular to field lines, but are not necessarily perpendicular to each other. The
contravariant representation of the magnetic field can also be written as

(5-1.7)

In Boozer coordinates ~, the canonical momenta are Pi = Pz •

(ax/ ()~i).

By using the

covariant representation of the velocity and the vector potential, Eq. (5-1.5) and Eq. (51.3), and the dual relation

(ax/ a~j). v~j = ~i. the canonical momenta can be trivially

found. They are

P"

="ro f!:.v-u
B
•
I
B

Ps =JJ.o-V +s+eVf
G
p, = JJ. 0 -V -u-ez,
B
(5-1.8)

where

V=mv

11

,

u=-mv.,,

s=mv,.
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(5-1.8')

The notations we use here are different from those of chapter 4. In chapter 4, p =

-mv.,

and s = mv3 je, p and s were canonical to each other in the case of vacuum field. Here u
and s are not canonical any more. This noncanonical property hampers the canonical
treatment of the higher order drift Hamiltonian and this is why the noncanonical
Hamiltonian method is employed in deriving the higher order drift Hamiltonian.

The Hamiltonian in terms of s, u, V, ty, 8 and t:p is

(5-1.9)

where the components of the metric tensor are g• =e.· e.,

gc

=e

3 •

Vty and

g" =Vty· Vty. These metric components and the electric potential t; are functions of
Boozer coordinates ( ty,8,t:p). By using Eq. (5-1.7) one can show that

(5-1.10)

Eq. (5-1.8) can easily be inverted so that s, u, V are functions of the canonical variables
p = pf and q = ~. The canonical Hamiltonian can thus be obtained.

If the Hamiltonian has no obvious symmetry in the canonical coordinates (p ~, ~),

there is no disadvantage to having the Hamiltonian in the noncanonical coordinates

(s, u, V, ty, 8, t:p). Therefore we also calculate the Poisson tensor here. The action forms,
according to the definition ofEq. (3-3.3), Pi =

p1 uq:,
az are
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p., = p.,,

p, =p,,

(5-1.11)

and Pz

=p,. = Pv = 0.

p"', p 8 and p, are defined in Eq. (5-1.8). The Lagrange tensor is

easily derived from the action forms using Eq. (3-3.5),

iJp, CJq1
i)z' CJz

aq' CJp

api

ap;

iJz i)zl

i)z'

i)zl

mr =--...-.1 --.1 -....1 =-. - -..
tJ

The Lagrange brackets are

m18 = -m,. = I,

mlfl

(I)

(I)

=-m,. = -1,

"" = .... = -1.
-(l)

v.,--...,"" -

"•'

/3.

- ,...0
II
-,

B
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m =-m =-et-z s+" 0
"'"

""

"

,..
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[(G) -(P·) ]v
B

B

"

'

•

(5-1.12)

and others are zeros. In the above equations and the remainder of this chapter ( )(, is

a( )/a~i and 1{.

is

iJ.t1a~i with! any function. Inverting the Lagrange tensor we obtain

the Poisson tensor. The Poisson brackets are

J•

l I
=-J* =e+-"-s
0+11

0
1( ) - G(/J·) +
1(/J·) +
+__!!:L_[G(!..)
p.(G)
_p.(!_)
]v.
G+ 11
B "
B ,
B
B •
B
B •
9

rv =-Jv. = - B
G+ 11

9

[(G)
-(!..)
]v.
B
B ,
9

J•9 =-Jib= _ _!!._,
G+rl

]6"

= -J,. =-~-.
G+rl
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1 ..v =-Jv"=

z.,B

J.L 0 (G+li)

s--B
G+ll

114

[(G)B" +r(!...)B., -z(/3·)
-(13·)
]v.
B
B"
9

J"" = -J""' =1,

Ju9 =-J· =-l_f!_

G+ u'

J .. =-J"' =-_!!__

G+ u'

(5-1.13)

and others are zero.

The equation of motion in the noncanonical coordinates

(s,u, V, 1/f, 8, rp) can be trivially derived by using Eq. {3-3.1).

S-2 Higher Order Drift Hamiltonian

In this section we fll'st give an outline of how to obtain the drift Hamiltonian with the
f'll'st order correction. Secondly, we give the details of the coordinate transformation from
the particle position to the guiding center position using Darboux's theorem.2 Then, we
calculate the higher order drift Hamiltonian. Finally, we calculate the Poisson brackets in
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the new coordinates.

To derive the higher order drift Hamiltonian, we start with Eq. (5-1.8) and Eq. (51.9). The two variables sand u are the momenta in perpendicular directions. We now
transform these two coordinates into gyrophase 8, and another variable L, which is
equivalent to the instantaneous magnetic moment The transfonnation is as follows,

u= ..J2mL{fcos(e, +a).
(5-2.1)

In Eq. (5-2.1) the initial phase a(~) is an arbitrarily well behaved function. The freedom
of choosing a(~) is the freedom of choosing a gauge. It is worthwhile to point out that the
transformation of Eq. (5-2.1) is defined globally instead of locally. The relation between
the canonical variables (p,q) and the new variables ( e,,L, V,

.,,e,rp) is q =~ and

(5-2.2)
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s( B,,L, 'If, B.~) and u( B,,L, 'If, 8,qJ)
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are given by Eq. (5-2.1). The Hamiltonian in

these particle position coordinates (81 ,L, V, 'If, 8, qJ) is

H = _l_V2 +LB(~)+et/>(~).

2m

(5-2.3)

·

Although the Hamiltonian is independent of the gyrophase 8,. the quantity L is not a
constant of motion due to cross tenn of the Poisson brackets

;ii.

In the next step we perform a coordinate transformation using Darboux's theorem to
decouple the motion of 81 and L from other variables. Here is the outline of the strategy.
We transform ( 81 ,L, V, 'If, 8, qJ) to (81 ,Jl, V,

P, 8, tP)

such that the new variables satisfy

the following equations,

{e,,p.} = !...

(5-2.4a)

{e,, v} ={e,,.:j} =o.

(5-2.4b)

m

(5-2.4c)

where

E

are P, 8 and (/) as i = 1,2, 3. We will show later that ( 'P, 8, 4>) gives the

position of the guiding center. By solving the above equations, we get
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(5-25)

The Hamiltonian in coordinates ( 8,,J.l,

v. '1'. 8, 4J) is

H = H0 + ell1 +o(e2 ),

(5-2.6)

with

H0 = _!_y2 + J.LB(B)+et/J(B),
2m

(5-2.6'))

The Hamiltonian depends on the gyrophase 8,, and the Poisson brackets between 81 , J.l
and the other four variables are decoupled. A simple Lie transformation can eliminate the

8, dependence in the Hamiltonian. The result of the Lie transformation is the drift
Hamiltonian with the first order correction,

(5-2.7)

with H4 the standard drift Hamiltonian and K 1 the first order correction
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(5-2.7')

where {) refers to average over gyrophase 81 • Thus the first order correction to the
standard drift Hamiltonian is

K1 =

~ (\'J) V +(L1) B(S)+ J.l ((~j) d~') B(B)

+{((~j)~)+1((~j ~)}((~~)~)}>{E).

(5-2.8)

A. Darboux Transformation

In this part we first derive the coordinate transformation which satisfies Eq. (5-2.4a)
and Eq. (5-2.4b). We will show later (in part C) that the new coordinates also satisfy Eq.
(5-2.4c).

We now begin to perform the Darboux transformation. The characteristic cwve ofEq.
(5-2.4a) and Eq. (5-2.4b) satisfies 3

dz;

·

-={z',8,},
d-r

(5-2.9)

with i(8,,p,V, '1',8,4>) being each of the old coordinates ( 81 ,L, V, yt,8,fl') as i
The parameter

-r is a time

=1, ... ,6.

like variable and the gyrophase 8, is the Hamiltonian of the
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characteristic curve. Eq. (5-2.4a) and Eq. (5-2.4b) can also be written as

df.l
e
-=--,

d-r

m

di1 dE

-=-=0.
d-r

d-r

(5-2.10a)

(5-2.10b}

We eliminate the parameter -rfrom Eq. (5-2.9) and Eq. (5-2.10a), get

di= m{
- 8 ,zi} .
dJ.L e '

(5-2.11)

By integrating Eq. (5-2.11) we can obtain the transformation from the variables

(81 ,L, V, 'ljf, 8, q>) to the new variables (81 ,Jl., V, '1', 8, (/J) which satisfy Eq.(5-2.4).

The Poisson brackets in Eq. (5-2.11) can easily be obtained by frrst calculating the
Lagrange tensor from the action forms, then inverting the Lagrange tensor. The detailed
procedure is given in Appendix 5-A. Here are the Poisson brackets needed,
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. (5-2.12)

with

9L _

10 1

-

.!!_
m

•

(J L(
1 ( s, +--s+--u
l.,I
G
1/
81 ,L, 'lf,8,tp ) =9
m
G+rl
G+rl

I
)
---u,
G+rl

+~_&_[a(!_)
-I(G)
].
mG+rl
B"
B"

9
1 G
1/ ' ( 81,L, 'lf,8,tp ) = ----uL,
mG+rl

1 &/3.
12'·'(8,,£, 'lf,8,tp) = ---sL,
·

mG+rl

s "( 8 ,L, 'If, (J,tp) =---uL,
1 I
1/
1

mG+rl

12'•'(8,,L, 'If, (J ,tp) -!__A_
SL.
mG+rl
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(5-2.13)

In ordering the Poisson brackets we used the assumption that

/3.

is much smaller than

G + rJ, {3. /( G + rJ) is of order £. This assumption is true for toroidal fusion devices.
We show in Appendix B that we can define the guiding center with equal accuracy by
neglecting terms with

/3.

in order £. However, by using this freedom of choosing the

guiding center we will obtain a much simpler drift Hamiltonian.

To solve Eq. (5-2.11) perturbatively we expand i(8,,}.L,V,'l',8,<P)
z; = z~ +ez! +£2 z;+....

as

From Eq. (5-2.8) we know that we only need to find the

transformation to order £for L and V and to order £ 2 for

e. We obtain the equations of

transformation order by order,

dLo
d\1,
de;0
-=1, and - 0 = =0;
d}.L
d}.L
d#J.

dz~ = ~ 118,·i (8g•.L.I()•':IO
~_ ~ )·•
d p.

e

de~
m[ 8,~~(8g•f..o•':IO~ ) + L'1 iJLoi) 19'~;(8
T- ~ )
~j i) 18,~'(8g•'-'0•':10
r_ ~ )]
d}.L =-; 12
1
g•.L.I()•':IO + ':11 ae& 1
•
(5-2.14)

We choose the initial condition for Eq. (5-2.14) be that the particle position is at the guiding
center when gyroradius is zero, which means

(L, v, Vf,B,q>)l}l=o = (o,

v, lJ',e,<P).

(5-2.14')
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After integrating Eq. (5-2.14). we obtain

(5-2.15)

with

(G)
]•
B .,

2 ( s.,+-s+--u
l.,I
G 8 - -Iu . ) +-J.LV-1 - J.Lo [ G( 1) -1L1 =-J.L
3e

'1'1 =

G + ll

G + ll

G + ll

e

G + ll

B .,

1
--s.
e

61

1 G
=----u.
eG+rl

tpl

=

1 I
u;
eG+rl
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(82) = - 12 -

G

6e 0 +u

[((s'l'u)+3(su'l') ) +-'l'-(su)+2--(u~)-2-(u~)
l I
G
I

G+u

G+u

G+u

J

1

+- (__!!___) (su),
211 a+ u 'l'

(.p2 ) =

1
1
[((s'l'u)+ 3(su'l'))+~(su)+2_!!__{u~)-2--{u~)]
6e G+u
G+u
G+u
G+u
1

2

1
1
-2 ( - ) (su).

2e

G+u "

(5-2.16)

In Eq. (5-2.16) we only give the average of the second order 'f/2 , 82 and tp2 instead of their

exact expression because only the averages are needed. All the functions, such as G, /, s
etc., in Eq. (5-2.16) are functions of the new variables, e.g. G( ~) = G( '1')1.,•.,.

Now we define the spatial variables ( ~. 8, 41) be the guiding center of the trajectory.

Our definition of the guiding center given by X(~. 8, 41) is different from the conventional
definition

with X a the conventional guiding center and x the particle position. We show in Appendix
5-B that the guiding center given by our definition differs the one given by the usual

definition only by (/3./G + u)s/e, which is of order e2.

B. The Higher Order Drift Hamiltonian
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The f'rrst order correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian is given in Eq. (5-2.8). We
now proceed to calculate the averages in Eq. (5-2.8). The functions
Eq. (5-2.1), with the functions a,B,

s and u are given in

g' and gc be functions of ('1',8,41).

The averages

are

(e;}=o

fori=l,2,3,

; a 2) =mfJ
a
G a
I
a
- -[V'l'-+(VB-zV<P{- - - - - - -)]2
)
((e-.
as·
e B
a'l'
G+ u ae G+ u a<P '
2

1

m

{'1'2 }= 6e2 P.

(g")
1.,1 g"
G [g'(gc) (gc) ]
B.,+ G+liB+ G+ll gc B + B

{2

[g'gc (g')

- -I - G + ll

{

82 =m-2
)

6e

G

-

B ~

8

(gc)
]+2 G G+ ll a
B ~

+ -

8

8

I
}
-2--a
G + ll ~ '

{g'-(g')
(g')
z.,I g'
G (g')
- +
- +---+2
B ., G + ll B
G + ll B

p. G + ll g' B .,

8

(g') ~ -2a"'}+m ( G ) -g
2e fJ G + ll ., B '
11

I - -2G+ u B

2
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(5-2.17)

In Eq. (5-2.17) the function a( 'P, 8, ci>) is a function free to be chosen. This freedom may
be used to simplify the Hamiltonian, but at this stage it is not clear what is the best choice
for a( 'P, 8, ci>).

The drift Hamiltonian with the first order correction is

(5-2.18)

with H4 the standard drift Hamiltonian and K1 the ftrst order correction

(5-2.19)

C. The Poisson Brackets in the Guiding Center Coordinates (81 ,/J., V, 'P, 8, ci>)

The Poisson brackets of the new coordinates are constant along the characteristic curve
of Eq. (5-2.4a) and Eq. (5-2.4b). To prove this we have,
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with z• or zi being any of the (v, '1', 8, t/J ). Thus we only need to calculate

U6

{J.L,Zi} and

{zi ,zi} at a certain point on the characteristic curve ofEq. (5-2.4a) and Eq. (5-2.4b).

We

choose the point to be on the initial surface ( 8, ,0, V, 'I', 8, ttl).

On the initial surface with Eqs. (5-2.2) and (5-2.14'), the action forms are

/3. ('1', 8' ttl) p., = J.lo B( 'I', 8, ttl) V'
/('1') V+e'P
_,
P8 -roB(
'1',8, ttl)
'
G('l') P. =J.lo B('l', 8 ,tb) V -ez('l'),

Ps1 =p-V =0.
(5-2.20)

The action form p"' is undetermined on the initial surface, but it is not needed. This will
become clear later. The Lagrange brackets on the initial surface are

mV'P - - co 'I'V- J.lOJj•
/3.
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(5-2.21)

Other Lagrange brackets are unknown because

p" is unknown. Assuming the unknown

Lagrange brackets to be arbitrary functions and inverting the Lagrange tensor, we obtain

{v,'l'}=-{'l',V}=-!_V_B
e D G+ll

[(G)
-(!...)
].
B
B •
8

{v, 8 }=-{8 ,V}=-_.:.

Jl B +!_V_B_[(G)
-(13·)
J.
eDG+ll B .,
B •

{v,lb} =-{lb, v} =_2_

JloB

0

DG+ll

DG+ll

_!_

fl_B_[(!..)
-(13·)
]·
B.,
B

eDG+ll

8

{ 'I' 8} = -{8 'I'}= _!_.!__!L_
'
'
eDG+u'
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{ '!', (j)}

=-{ 4>, 'P} = 1 1

I
e D G+ 11
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.

{ 8 4>} = -{4> 8} =- 1 1 /3.
'
'
eDG+u'

(5-2.22)
where

D=1+; G:o ll {[G(~)~ -/(~)J-[o(~ l-{1f).]+P.[(~). -(~).]}v·
(5-2.22')

The last equation in Eq. (5-2.22) shows that the new coordinates satisfy Eq. (5-2.4c).
Unlike the coordinate transfonnation, the Poisson brackets are exact.

5-3 Conclusions
We derived the Hamiltonian of the exact trajectories and the higher order Hamiltonian
of the drift trajectories of a charged particle in a static electromagnetic field by using Boozer
coordinates ( '1/f, 9, tp), in which the magnetic field has both the contravariant representation

B = VVfxVB+ VtpxVz('l')

and the covariant representation
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B =Po[G( ty)Vrp + !( ty)V8 + P•( 'fl,8,tp)V'J1).

The results are summarized here. We also further simplify the drift Hamiltonian for
tokamaks and stellarators.

The exact Hamiltonian in Boozer coordinates ( 'fl, 8, tp) is

I
H = -I V2 +-[g"(V!,8,tp)i
-2g.:(ty,8,tp)su+ g~('fl,8,tp)u 2 ) +e~('fl,8,rp),

2m

2m

where the components of the metric tensor are g"

=e, ·e.. ,

gc =e8 • Vyt and

gY' = Vty· Vyt with e8 =VB- EVrp. Three of the six independent variables are the
particle position in Boozer coordinates ( ty, 8, rp). The other three can be chosen as s, u and
V. The two variables s and u are the perpendicular momenta, and the variable. V is the

parallel momentum. The six variables (s,u, V, yt, 8, rp) are noncanonical. The Poisson
brackets needed for the equations of motion are given in Eq. (5·1.13). The rotational
l,

the poloidal current G and the toroidal current I are functions of tyonly. The

fJ.

and the field strength B depend on ( 'fl, 8, q>). The notation ( )~~ refers to

transform
function

u( )/ iJ~ 1 and '~ refers to dE/dllf. One can also choose the canonical momenta p~, p 8 and
p, as the independent variables instead of s, u and V. The relation between

P.,,

s, u, V and

p 8 , p, can be obtained from Eq. (5-1.8), which is

s=

G(llf)(p, -ellf)-l(llf)(P, +ex( 'I'))
,
G(yt)+ l(llf)l(yt)
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To fmd the guiding center from the exact trajectories, one can first integrate the equations of
motion of the exact Hamiltonian, and then do a simple transformation as follows,

1
'l' = 'lf+-s,

e

tb

=tp

1
I( 'If)
u.
e G( 'I')+ 1( 'If)!( 'If)

The ( 'l', 8, tb) give the guiding center.

The drift Hamiltonian with first order correction is

with H 4 the standard drift Hamiltonian and K 1 the f:arst order correction
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with

{~}=

m

{g$[z(gc)
+(gc)
]+z.,g~ +2(za +a.)}.
g'
g' •

jJB
2e J.lo (G + rl) B

8

B

8

=!!!_J.l V'P.J_+ V8- VtP ( G a
((~1;..!.__
as; )2) e B [ iJ'P (
G + rl aa
2

( '1'2 }

l

)

I
G+

u (}t/J )]2 '
a

z.,I g"
G [g'(gc) (gc) ]
=6em2 J.l{2(g~)
B ., + G + ll B + G + rl gc B + B
8

[g'(g

11

(g

11

I - - - +-G+u g B •
B •
11

)

)

]

8

+2--a
-2--a
,
+
+u •
G

G

rl

8

I

}

G
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In the drift Hamiltonian, the variable
variables E

V

132

is the parallel momentum. The other three

=('P, 8, <fJ) is the guiding center position.

The drift Hamiltonian does not

depend on the gyrophase. The magnetic moment J.L is a constant of motion. The four
independent variables (v, 'P, 8, <fJ) are noncanonical. The Poisson brackets needed for the
equations of motion are given in Eq. (5·2.22) and Eq. (5-2.22'). All the functions are
functionsof('P,B,<fJ), i.e. j('P,8,4>)=1('1',8,rp'\J<
.. ) ('I',e.• ) with/being any of the
II ,,.,.,.
functions. The function a( 'P, 8, <fJ) is an arbitrarily well behaved function free to be
chosen.

All the functions /{ 'P, 8, <fJ ), such as B,

t

and etc., are periodic in 8 and 4>. For

a given magnetic field B(x), they can be determined numerically in the fonns of Fourier
expansion, 1• 4

-

f('P,B,tb) = !/_('P)exp(2m(m8- n4>)].

The derivative of these function can be calculated very easily. Because the field strength B
and metric tensor g', g ", ge are some Fourier series, any choice of the function

a('l',8,tb) can not simplify (l'I) and (Vf2 ) at the same time. We thus choose abe zero.

Comparing with previous chapter, the main conclusions are the same. The standard
drift Hamiltonian only depends on the field strength (a scaler) while the exact Hamiltonian
depends on the vector property of the magnetic field. The higher order correction to the
standard drift Hamiltonian also depends on the vector property of the field. When the
toroidal current I and the function

/3• in Eq. (5-1.3) are zero, i.e. vacuum field, the higher

order drift Hamiltonian we derived here is identical with that of chapter 4. The main
difference is that we use four noncanonical variable, the parallel velocity V and the position
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of the guiding center ('I', 8, 4>). This arises purely because of 'I' and 8 are not
canonical in the case of full field. If one insists on using canonical coordinates, exotic
coordinates have to be used instead of guiding center position.

The drift Hamiltonian certainly looks messy at this stage. However we can simplify
this Hamiltonian significantly in the cases of tokamak and stellarator. The electric potential
is almost constant within a magnetic surface, ;., >> fl 9 , ;

••

In a tokamak or stellarator the

poloidal current G is much larger than the toroidal current /,1/G is of a few percent, and
so is G.,/ I.,. We thus obtain for tokamak and stellarator,

We use the exact Poisson brackets in order to keep the conservation of the Hamiltonian.

It is noteworthy that the standard drift Hamiltonian only contains the E x B drift, the
B x VB drift and the curvature drift. The fast order correction to the standard Hamiltonian

brings in the so called finite-Lannor-radius effect and the polarization drift. The standard
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drift Hamiltonian depends on the field strength only. The first order correction to the
standard drift Hamiltonian depends on the metric tensor like the exact Hamiltonian.
Because the metric tensor elements are periodic in 8 and t!J, whenever the symmetry of
the exact Hamiltonian is broken, the symmetry of the drift Hamiltonian is broken also.
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Appendix

The

S-A:

Poisson

Brackets

for

Darboux

Transformation in Sec. S-2
To calculate the Poisson brackets {81 ,z1} in Eq. (5-2.11) we first find the actions

P.,

=p.,,

p, =p,.

= p,,

p,

and p91 = PL = Pv = 0. The canonical momenta P.,, p 11 and P., given in Eq. (5-2.2). The

Lagrange brackets are

m11I " = -m.= -u11I ,
~~I

m, , =-m,
I

I

=s, ,

m, ., = -m., =
I

I

I

-r.s, ,
I
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,,,

-

,,,

_, {3.

co

=-co

""V" - -...,"" - ,...0 B,

""

""

=-el-zs

0
8

+u - l s+p.0 [( )

\If"

\If

.

\If

-(13·)
]v
B,
"

(5-A.2)

and others are zeros. The required Poisson brackets are
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{e,,e} = e~:·

9

+e2

J:•

137

9
,

(5-A.3)

where

J091 L

-.!!...
•
m

1(

l.,I

G

I ) V

(G) ]

(I)

9L=- s +--s+--u9 -,_--u + - Jlo
1/
- -[G- - I - ,
m " G+rl
G+rl
G+zl'
mG+rl
B"
B"
0

J:•L = _..!__f!_(zs,
+s,)+ V _!!:,g_{/1·[( )
m G+ zl
m G+ rJ
B

9

-(!_) ]-[o(P·) -I(P·) ]};
B ,

B

9

J:•v =~ Jlo(:+ rJ)[sL( lU 9+ u,)- uL( lS9+s,)- r.,ssL)

+:a!u{•,[(~). +{!)}u,[(~). -(!)J
:,v =_!__B
sL[z(fJ·) + (11·) ];
m G+ zi
B
B ,

1

9

J J'"
'

---s.
1 L•
m
-

1 G
JJ'•' =----uL,
mG+zl
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(5-A.4)

In ordering the Poisson brackets we used the assumption that {3. is much smaller than

G+ z/, {3./(G+ zl) is of order e.
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Appendix 5-B: Proof of Our Definition for the Guiding Center
In this appendix we prove the validity of the guiding center definition given in Sec. 5·
2. In Sec. 5-2 we defmed the guiding center to be X('P,8,tb). The relation between the
guiding center X( 'P, 8, tiJ) and the location of the particle x( 'If, 8, rp) is,

1
'If= 'P--s,

e

1 G
8=8----u,
eG+rl
1 I
rp = tb +---u.
eG+rl

(5-B.l)

Let the conventional definition of the guiding center be Xc( ~. 8 11 , tile:). The relation
between the position of the particle x( 'If, 8, rp) and the guiding center Xc( ~.Be, tbc) is

(5-B.2)

By using Eq. (5-1.3), Eq. (5-1.5) and Eq. (5-1.8'), one find

mv ~ B = Jlo2 [(G+ tl)sV8x Vrp+(Gu- r{J.s)Vrp x V'lf-(lu+JJ.s)VVfxVB].
eB

eB

The dual relations is 2 iJx/ (}~; = Jeii1V ~i x V~ 1 , with the Jacobian J,
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which follows from Eq. (5·1.3) and Eq. (5-1.7). Therefore we obtain

mvxB
eB2

iJx Gu- zfJ.s ax lu + fJ.s
-1 ( s-+
e d'lf
G + rJ ae G + rJ

ax) .

aq>

(5-B.3)

Eq. (5-B.2) and Eq. (5-B.3) imply

VI=~

8

1

--s,
e

=8 -!(_!!_u-l..J!.:_s).
e G+zl
G+rl
c

""' +-e1(-G+rl
-Iu + -fJ.- s).
G+rl

tp= ....

c

Since /3. is much smaller than (G+ rl) as we mentioned early. the guiding center deftned
by X(IJ',8,tll) remains close (with a small difference of [/3./(G+ rl)]s/e) to the
conventional xc(~,ec,tllc)•
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CHAPTER 6
A NUMERICAL STUDY OF
THE DRIFT APPROXIMATION
In this chapter a numerical study of the guiding center approximation is presented.
The trajectories of the standard drift Hamiltonian H d, the high order drift Hamiltonian K d
and the exact Hamiltonian He are compared for a quasihelical symmetric magnetic field.
The results show that the differences of the phase space structures between the standard
drift Hamiltonian and the exact Hamiltonian can be predicted by the high order drift
Hamiltonian.

6-1 The Hamiltonians
The magnetic coordinates we use in this chapter are Boozer coordinates ('If, 8, q>). In
Boozer coordinates a magnetic field B has both simple covariant and contravariant forms,
B

=P.o[ G( V)V rp +I( v)V8 + /3•( 'If, 8, rp,)Vv].

(6-1.1)

B

=VvxV8+ VrpxVx(v).

(6-1.2)

Here 'If is the toroidal magnetic flux inside a magnetic surface, and 8 and q> are the
poloridal and toroidal angles, the periods of which are one instead of 2n. The poloidal
flux outside a magnetic surface is -X . The function G is the poloidal current outside a
magnetic surface and the function I is the toroidal current inside a magnetic surface. The
function

/3•

is closely related to the Pfirsch-Schliiter current. The constant p.0 is the
142
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permeability of free space. In a vacuum field, I = {3..

=0 and Eq. (6-1.1) becomes
(6-1.3)

B = J.LoGo V rp.

The poloidal cwrent Go is a constant, which is the total current in the poloidal coils in
amperes. In this chapter we assume the magnetic field is a vacuum field for simplicity.
The exact Hamiltonian of a charged panicle in a magnetic field is

(6-1.4)

The Hamiltonian has a canonical representation in the magnetic coordinates. The six
canonical coordinates are (s,p,·8,p8 ;rp,pfP ). The physical interpretation of these variables
is as follows: the general coordinate s and its conjugate momentum p are the components of
the particle momentum perpendicular to the magnetic field line. The other two pairs of
canonical variables 8,p8 and rp,p., are the same as those of the drift Hamiltonian. The
three spatial coordinates p8 (= e'lf), 8,

rp give the trajectory of the guiding center and p.,, in

some way, gives the parallel velocity v11 • The exact Hamiltonian has the form

(6-1.5)

In Eq. (6-1.5), ~ = ('If- s, 8- pIe, rp) is the position of the particle. The function t is the
rotational transform,

1=

z'.

The metric components of the magnetic coordinates are

defined as

(6-1.6)
with the vector

e9

=V 8- l V q> lying roughly within the magnetic surfaces.

There is a
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simple relation between the strength of magnetic field and the components of the metric
tensor

(6-1.7)
The metric tensor gives the g~metry of the magnetic surfaces. In the exact Hamiltonian of

Eq. (6-1.5}, the magnetic field, which is in terms of the poloidal flux, the rotational
transform and the metric, depends on the location of the particle ~.

The physical

explaination is that the particle's motion is affected by the magnetic field at the position of
the particle, not the field at the position of the guiding center. The first term ofEq. (6-1.5)
is the parallel kinetic energy and the second term is the perpendicular kinetic energy. The
perpendicular term is dominated by the the gyromotion.
The exact trajectories of the charged particles in a nonuniform magnetic field are
extremely complicated. However the time scale of the gyromotion is much faster than the
time scale of the drift motion across the field line in most of the cases of interesL This
means that there exists an adiabatic invariant, the magnetic momenL The magnetic moment
is the action to the lowest order of the p-s gyromotion,

J1.

1 1. e
=-.,pds.
2K m

(6-1.8)

It is not difficult to show that the Hamiltonian for the guiding center, to the lowest order, is

The general coordinates are
Prp

(J

and qJ, and the conjugate momenta are p 9 = e'lf and

=e(JJ.oG p z) with the parallel gyroradius Pu =mv feB.
0

11 -

11

The Hamiltonian Hd gives

the equations of motion to the same order of Alfven's drift equations ofEq. (1-17)
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vd

ExB
B

=--2-+

vf BxVB mvtf Bx K
2
+---2-.
2(1) B
e B

We call this Hamiltonian the standard drift Hamiltonian. The magnetic moment Jl is a
constant in the drift approximation.
In Chapter 4 we derived the first order correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian 1
H1

(6-1.10)

= Etr y(S)JJB(S),

with the geometry factor r

y(S) =-

1
2B(S)

[g"'(S) dz(yt) + JloGo gs(S) B(S)·
dyt
B 2(S)

v(gc(S))l
(S) J
g1

(6-1.11)

and the parallel gyroradius to system size Etr

(6-1.12)

and S = ( "'' 9, q>), the position of the guiding center. The high order drift Hamiltonian is
(6-1.13)

The exact Hamiltonian depends on the vector property of the magnetic field, i.e. the
field strength B and the components of the metric tensor of the magnetic coordinates g3 ,
g'll and gc. The standard drift Hamiltonian, however, depends on the strength of the

magnetic field only. Therefore it is possible that the standard drift Hamiltonian, Hd, can
have a symmetry which the exact Hamiltonian, He, does not have. The first order
correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian of Eq. (6-1.10) depends on the metric tensor in
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a generic way.
A very good example is the quasihelically symmetric stellarator. The magnetic field
strength of such a stellarator has the form of B( 'lf1 8-Nq>) to the order of A-2, with the
integer N the number of the field period and A the aspect ratio of the torus. The meaic
tensor, or the shape of the magnetic surfaces, does not have such a symmetry as the field
strength. A typical magnetic surface of quasihelically symmetric fields is shown in Fig.
6.1.
With a trivial canonical transformation, via the generating function
(6-1.14)
the canonical coordinates of the Hamiltonians of Eqs. (6-1.5, 9, 13) can be transformed
into the helical coordinates,
a= 8-Nq>,

Pa = PB = e'lf,

(6-1.15)
The Hamiltonians ofEqs. (6-1.5, 9, 13) have the same form except that Prp changes to Ph•

z changes to Zh = z- N'lf and l changes to lh = l - N, i.e.
H,(s,p:a,pa:'P•·P•)=

2~c.t~o

r

(p, +qz,

+e~,s)2

+ 2~ (e2gs s2 - 2egcsp + g lfl p2) '

(6-1.16)
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Figure 6.1 The magnetic flux surface of a quasihelically symmetric stellarator of period N = 4 and aspect ratio A =8 (providOO by D. Anderson
fonn the Torsatron/Stellarator Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin, Madison)
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(6-1.17)

(6-1.18)

For simplicity, we consider a magnetic field that has an exact quasihelical symmetry.
The magnetic field strength only depends on two coordinates ( yt, a) and the metric
depends on all three coordinates ( yt,a, tl'h)· This means that the helical momentum Ph is a
constant of motion for the standard drift Hamiltonian Hd, but not for the exact Hamiltonian
H., nor for the high order drift Hamiltonian Kd.

6-2 The Numerical Results
A. The Trajectories of Hd
We start with the standard drift Hamiltonian Hd. Since the magnetic moment J.l and
the helical momentum Ph are constants of motion, the standard drift Hamiltonian has only
one degree of freedom and is integrable.
Integrating the equations of motion one can find that there are two types of orbit:
passing and trapped. In the yt -

(J

plane a passing trajectory is like a circle and a trapped

trajectory is like a banana (see Fig. 6.2). To understand these we frrst ignore the drift
motion and just consider the parallel motion along the field line. The magnetic field lines
spire around the torus. The field strength, which acts as a potential, is strong on the inside
of the torus and weak on the outside. If a particle has a high enough energy it can pass the
potential barrier and become a passing particle. If not, it becomes a trapped particle. Now
we add the drift motion. There are two pans in drift motion, Y, and

al., following from
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Figure 6.2 Orbits of the standard drift Hamiltonian in a quasihelical symmetric magnetic field. (a) A
passing trajectory view in yt- 8 plane. (b) The 3-D view of the passing trajectory. (c) A trapped
trajectory view in VI- 8 plane. (d) The 3-D view of the trapped trajectory.
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Eq. (4-2.11),

The

til drift takes the orbits across the flux surfaces so that the trapped trajectory becomes a

banana instead of an arc and the center of the circle formed by a passing trajectory is shifted
from the magnetic axis. The

al. drift makes the whole orbit precess around the torus (in

the fPh direction).
It is worthwhile to point out that because of the conservation of the helical momemtum
the trajectories always have flxed location with respect to the magnetic surfaces.

B. The Trajectories of Kd
Now we tum to the drift Hamiltonian with first order correction of Eq. (6-1.18),

Kd = Hd +e11 rJ.I.B. The frrstordercorrection is usually much smaller than Hd. Thus we
can treat the correction as a perturbation. The primary effect of this perturbation is to make
the trapped or passing trajectories oscillate in and out about their home flux surfaces (see
Fig. 6.3(a)).

Those trajectories near the trapped and passing boundary become

unpredictable. A trapped trajectory can change to a passing trajectory and become trapped
again after a while, and vise versa. This is because that the fPh symmetry is broken and
Ph is no longer conserved. On the (Ph•fPh) surface of section (SOS) most of the Ph

invariant surfaces are distoned but still exist (see Fig. 6.3(b)). Those near the passing and
trapped boundary become stochastic. There are a few small island chains in the barely
trapped region, and they are usually not visible. There is one big island in the deep trapped
region. When the magnetic moment J.l is fixed, the location of this big island changes as
the energy (or the pitch angle) is changed.
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Figure 6.3 Trajectory of the high order drift Hamiltonian. (a) A trapped trajectory view in 'I' - 8 plane.
(b) The (p11 , rp11 ) surface of section.
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The standard textbook example in the canonical penurbation method is to start with the
action-angle variables of the integral pan, Hd• then look for the resonant terms in the

=

penurbation, H1 EuJ'JlB.

In

th~

standard drift Hamiltonian, Hd, the canonical

coordinates Ph and 'Ph are in action-angle form, but Pa(= eyt) and

a are not.

In principle

('If, a) can be transformed to an action-angle form, but the ttansformation can only be done
numerically instead of analytically. Thus H1 cannot be written in the action-angle
coordinates of Hd. However this should not hamper our understanding of the phase space
structure. The islands must come from the resonant surfaces of Hd.
In order to find the resonant surfaces of Hd we look for the closed orbits of Hd,
because these closed orbits form the resonant surfaces. We integrate the trajectories of Hd
for one period of ('If, rp) motion (one transit for a passing orbit or one bounce for a trapped
orbit) and record the change in 'Ph• ll.rph. If ll.rph

=1/n with nan integer number, then the

orbit closes onto itself after n periods. If ll.rph = 0, then the orbit does not precess around
the torus. We launch the particles at the bottom of the magnetic well with different helical
momenta Ph for fiXed magnetic moment J1. and energy Hd• and we make Ph -ll.rph plots
(see Fig. 6.4). There are three kinds: all passing, all trapped, pan passing and part
trapping. In most areas the Ph - ll.rp11 curves are very flat. For passing trajectories ll.tp11 is
at about 1/ln , and indicates that the passing trajectories almost follow the magnetic field
lines. For trapped trajectories ll.tph is small compared to unity because the bounce motion
of trapped particles is much faster than the drift motion (the precession around the torus).
The Ph -ll.rph curve has a sharp slope in the barely trapped region. ll.tp11 has a larger value
for a barely trapped trajectory because the particle spends more time at the top of the
potential barrier and therefore has a longer bounce period. The big island in the (Ph•'Ph)
SOS plot comes from those "sitting" banana orbits (i.e. those with ll.tp11
island chains come from those barely trapped orbits with ll.tp~a

=0).

The small

=1/n.

C. The Trajectories of H,
When the guiding center of the exact Hamiltonian, He ofEq. (6-1.16), is plated in the
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VI - 8 plane, the orbits of the guiding center oscillate in and out like those of the higher
order drift Hamiltonian (see Fig. 6.6(a)). The phase space structure of the exact
Hamiltonian can not be compared with the one of the drift Hamiltonian direcdy, beacuse the
exact Hamlitonian He depends on six coordinates instead of four. In these six coordinates

s and p are the ones describing the fast gyromotion and are of litde interest Furthe1more if
we calculate

J.lsp

=

1

2tcf p ds

as we integrate along the trajectories, Jlsp is almost a constant (see Fig. 6.5). For a typical
shoot we follow a particle for a time of 106 OJ-I with OJ the gyrofrequency. We fit

t- J.lsp with a straght line. The slope of this line is of order 10-16 and the standard

o-

deviation over the average value of JJ sp, asd {fisp , is of order 1 3 • The constancy of J.lsp
implies that the two fast coordinates (s,p) are almost separated from the other four
coordinates ( a,pa,· rp11 ,p11 ), which describe the motion of the guiding center. Thus we can
compare the sub-phase-space (a,pa;ffJ11 ,p11 ) of the exact Hamiltonian He with the phase
space of the higher order drift Hamiltonian Kd and ignore the

(s, p) part. Figure 6.6 (b)

shows a (p11 ,qJ11 ) SOS of the sub-phase-space (a,pa;ffJ11 ,p11 ) of the exact Hamiltonian.
Those "invariant" surfaces are a little fuzzy. We believe this is caused by the oscillation of
J.lsp rather that its diffusion since Jlsp hardly diffuses for the time we integrate along the

trajectories. The basic structure of this SOS is the same as the one of the high order drift
Hamiltonian of Fig. 6.3 (b)

6-3 Conclusions
We numerically study the effect of the first order correction to the shandard drift
Hamiltonian for a vacuum field with exact quasihelical symmetry. We find that the phase
space structure of the standard drift Hamiltonian is changed due to the first order
correction. Because of the "singular" propeny at the passing and trapped boundaries and
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the dense distribution of the low mode number resonant surfaces in the barely trapped
region, the region near the passing trapped boundary becomes chaotic. The most important
effect is the resonance of the "sitting" banana orbits. The oscillation of the "sitting" banana
orbi(s may cause the particle prompt lost. Funhermore, if the gyroradius big enough, the
majority of the trapped trajectories will become stochastic and the particle confinement is
lost.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY
We investigate the guiding center approximation for the electromagnetic field of a
toroidal configuration. The first order correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian is
derived in the.magnetic coordinates( 'I'· 9, qJ), in which the magnetic field has both simple
covariant and contravariant representations

B( 'I'· 8,ffJ) =,u 0 [G( 'lf)VfP +I( 'lf)V8 + /3•( 'If, 9,q>)VV'].

The results of the numerical study on the effect of the first order correction are also
presented for a special case of a quasihelically symmetric field
We start with the exact Hamiltonian of a charged particle

The first tenn is the parallel kinetic energy, the second tenn is the perpendicular kinetic
energy and the ·last tenn is the electric potential energy. When this Hamiltonian is
represented in the magnetic coordinates ('If, 8, tp), the perpendicular kinetic energy becomes
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where s and u are the two variables describing the fast gyromotion, and the three functions,

gs, gc and g ", are the metric components of the magnetic coordinates. The two fast
variables are generally not canonical to each other except for the special case of a vacuum
magnetic field. There are three important steps in deriving the high order drift Hamiltonian:
1) Taylor expanding the exact Hamiltonian at the guiding center with a small parameter e.
which is the ratio of gyroradius to system size; 2) Transferring the two fast coordinates, s
and u, into action-angle variables, J.l and 91 (magnetic momentum and gyrophase); 3)
Eliminating the gyrophase dependence. We show

with Hd the standard drift Hamiltonian, H1 the first order correction to the standard drift
Hamiltonian, and HJl the sum of all the higher order terms. Compared with He, Hd is of
order 1, H1 is of order e and the leading order term in HJl is of order e2 • The procedure
we use in step three can be applied to derive the higher order drift Hamiltonian. However,
the the result becomes more complicated. Besides, the most important correction terms to

Hd are the lowest order ones that resonant with Hd, which is in H1 •
Since the magnetic coordinates (yt,9,f/J) are used, a major difference between the
standard drift Hamiltonian and the exact Hamiltonian becomes obvious. The exact
Hamiltonian depends on the vector properties of magnetic fields, i.e. both the field strength
and the geometry of the flux surfaces. The standard drift Hamiltonian, however, depends
only on the field strength. Because of this difference the standard drift Hamiltonian can
have extra symmetries which the exact Hamiltonian does not have. We show that the first
order correction, H1 , depends on the geometry of the flux surfaces.
The most interesting example is the quasihelically symmetric stellarator, for which the
field strength has a symmetry and the flux surfaces do not. In the quasihelically symmetric
field, trajectories of the standard drift Hamiltonian are perfectly confined owing to the
conservation of the helical momentum. Trajectories of the exact Hamiltonian may not be
confined for the lack of constraints. We numerically study the trajectories of both the drift
Hamiltonian with the first order correction and the exact Hamiltonian for a quasihelically
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symmetric field. We find that in most of the phase space the invariant KAM surfaces of the
standard drift Hamiltonian are perturbed but still exist In the region near the "sitting"
banana orbits (the banana orbits do not precess around the torus) a big island appears. In
physical space this means those "sitting.. banana orbits oscillate in and out about their home
flux surfaces. When the big island is close enough to the wall, the oscillation can cause
prompt particle loss. The results from the high order drift Hamiltonian agree with those of
the exact Hamiltonian.
The work we present in this dissertation is a beginning of the study of the guiding
center approximation. Further investigation of this subject is still needed for both
theoretical and experimental interest
The quasihelically symmetric stellarator is a new generation of the stellarator fusion
devices. Because of its helical symmetry in the field strength, it has the advantage of
having a similar particle confinement property to axis-symmetric devices such as the
tokam~

but it does not require the toroidal plasma current. We believe it is important to

include the first order correction to the standard drift Hamiltonian in the particle simulation
codes for such a stellarator. The first order correction may affect the particle confinement
property due to the flux swfaces having no helical symmetry. It is worthwhile to point out
that for the axis-symmetric devices like tokamaks the first order correction may not be as
important as for quasihelically symmetric stellarators, because the symmetry of the flux
surfaces is broken at the same order as the field strength. However, the ripples in the field
strength, which are caused by the finite number of toroidal field coils, may have the same
effect as the first order correction on quasihelical symmetric stellarator.
Another important aspect that we have not looked into is the effect of gyromotion. It is
not known if the adiabatic invariant, the magnetic moment, is bounded or not during the
time of interest. Even if it is bounded, its oscillation may still cause the discrepancy
between the trajectories of the exact Hamiltonian and the drift Hamiltonian.
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